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Abstract
An axial compressor for a domestic appliance can be designed to be smaller
than an equivalent centrifugal compressor. However, the performance of
such a compact axial compression system is limited by increased viscous
losses and reduced flow turning at low Reynolds numbers (Re).
In domestic appliance compressors, Re is typically in the range 104 - 105.
Although the aerodynamics of isolated aerofoils operating at these Re
have been studied extensively, the flow fields within low Re axial com-
pressors have not been investigated in detail. This dissertation aims to
develop an improved understanding of loss variation at low Re and to ex-
plore how the losses can be reduced through design changes.
Experiments on a 5 times scaled-up single stage axial compressor have
been conducted across a range of Re of 104 - 105. The flow field has been
characterised using detailed area traverses with a miniaturised five-hole
probe at the rotor inlet, rotor exit and stator exit and a miniature hot-wire
at the rotor exit. The probe was specifically designed and calibrated for
the scale of the experiments and methods to improve the accuracy of the
measurements have been applied including a probe geometry correction.
The traverse experiments were performed at the design operating condi-
tion (φ = 0.55 and Re = 6 × 104) and at a condition close to stall for a
datum stage design, a stage with an improved stator design and two stators
with compound lean.
It was found that losses in the rotor were greater than the stator losses
across the whole range of Re. As expected, the loss decreased with in-
creasing Re for both the stator and rotor. The losses were also increased
by three-dimensional flow, with typical loss coefficients at the hub and tip
of the blade rows in the range of 20− 30%.
A major contributor to the rotor loss was an unexpected hub separation that
increased in size as Re was reduced. At higher Re, the major loss sources
were the rotor tip leakage, the stator wake and the stator hub separation.
The results indicate that an improved stator design that accounts for the
actual, measured, rotor exit flow field at low Re could reduce the Re at
which blade row losses start to rise dramatically as well as reduce the loss
across all Re.
The improved stator design was better matched to the radial distribution
of rotor exit flow angle, which led to a decrease in stator loss across all
Re. For all stator designs, however, the measured stage stall margin was
identical at all Re. This, along with the increase in velocity deficit in the
rotor tip region at off-design indicates that stall occurred in the rotor and
was neither Re nor stator design dependent.
The introduction of compound lean to the the stator design had the ex-
pected result of decreasing the endwall corner separation loss and increas-
ing midspan losses. The experiments have shown that there was a loss
increase in both the midspan and casing region much greater than the cor-
responding decrease in the stator hub. Also the mass flow redistribution in
the experiments was larger that the redistribution predicted by the CFD.
Three-dimensional RANS computations at low Re of the same designs
as experimentally studied were also conducted in order to investigate the
predictive accuracy of industry standard CFD. The simulation results pre-
dicted the overall loss distribution but overestimated the end-wall losses
and failed to capture the drop in stage performance at low Re. The dif-
ferences with the experiments were caused by the inherent limitations of
a fully turbulent solver that cannot reproduce transitional flow-features.
Similarly to the experiments, there was no stall margin dependency on Re
in the simulations.
This thesis has shown that with axial compressors designed specifically
for low Re, the Re at which the losses start increasing exponentially can
be shifted from 10 × 104 to 4 × 104. The loss increase is predominantly
caused by the rotor hub corner separation.
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1.1 Background and motivation
Compressor design is being pushed to the limits. More compact and lightweight com-
pressors, that are required by industry, lead to decreasing operating Reynolds numbers.
Reynolds numbers in the order of 104 typically lead to centrifugal designs. The main
challenges behind low Reynolds number axial compressors are: generating high effi-
ciencies when dealing with transitional flow as well as 3D flow structures; and secondly
achieving a large operating range.
Dyson axial compressor Dyson centrifugal compressor
Figure 1.1: Two different compressor styles used in air handling devices, Dyson Ltd [14]
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing number of applications where low Reynolds numbers are of
prime interest. These include and are not limited to:
• Domestic air handling devices, compressors, (e.g. vacuum cleaners, hand dryers,
hair dryers)
• Micro air vehicles (MAV), aerofoils, Lian and Shyy [29]
• High altitude unmanned aerial vehicles, compressors and turbines, Weinberg and
Wyzykowski [52]
Figure 1.1(left) illustrates the most recent axial compressor currently in use by
industry; whereas, figure 1.1(right) illustrates a traditional centrifugal compressor used
in industry. The fact that low Reynold number axial compressors are currently being
used in industry, advocates for a better understanding of their flow physics.
There is little axial compressor literature in this area of low Reynolds numbers, as
discussed in chapter 2, with one of the most relevant publications being by Choi et al.
[5]. The main aspect of this piece of research was to establish the effect a Reynolds
number decrease, from Re = 105 to Re = 104, has on rotor 2D and 3D losses. The
main conclusions were an increased end-wall secondary flow loss that covered a signif-
icant region of the span and a decreased tip flow loss due to the lower velocity mixing.
One of the issues with this research was the fact that the flow solver used was not val-
idated by experiments in the low Reynolds number regime. Also transition was not
incorporated in the simulations, therefore the flow effects resulting from that could not
be investigated.
1.2 What is known so far
It is known that the 2D losses increase with decreasing Re, see figure 1.2a. The primary
cause for these losses is the transition of flow from laminar to turbulent and the sub-
sequent turbulent separation, see figure 1.2b. Maffioli et al. [30] found that a forward
loaded and forward maximum thickness blade can decrease the 2D losses.
2
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(b) Schematic of low Re aerofoil showing key
flow features, Shyy et al. [41]
Figure 1.2: Effect of Re on aerodynamic loss for a 2D aerofoil
1.3 Specific speed
Until recently domestic air handling devices have used centrifugal compressors. The
specific speed (Ns), using equation 1.1 with φ and ψ values from section 3.1, of the
compressor being investigated is 1.5. Figure 1.3 illustrates the recommended type of






Lewis [28] said “it is in reality a mean experience curve fitted through a scatter
plot and only serves as an indication of the suitable machine type to select for a given
application”. Even though a centrifugal compressor is recommended at this Ns, the
border of the axial compressor range lies close to Ns = 1.5, hence an axial compressor
could be suitable as well. The main benefits of using an axial compressor would be:




• Fully axial flow would allow the use of the compressor in a variety of devices.
• Higher achievable peak efficiency.
Figure 1.3: Cordier diagram showing empirical relationship between specific speed (Ns)
and specific diameter (Ds) for pumps and fans, Lewis [28]
1.4 Objectives
The overall aim of this research is to improve our understanding of Reynolds number
dependent flow features within axial compressors. The thesis objectives contributing
to this aim are as follows:
1. To establish an experimental method for measuring the 3D flow field within a
low Reynolds number axial compressor. (Chapter 3)
2. To understand the flow field of a low Reynolds number axial compressor stage,
both at design and near stall operating conditions, and to quantify the loss sources
within the stage at these conditions. (Chapter 4)
4
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3. To understand how variations in Reynolds number affect the key flow features
and the loss breakdown. (Chapter 5)
4. To explore the impact of 3D design when applied to a low Reynolds number
compressor stator. (Chapter 6)
5. To determine the capabilities and limitations of industry standard fully turbulent
RANS for the design and analysis of low Reynolds number axial compressor
stages. (reviewed in chapters 4 to 6)
1.5 Overview of the thesis
An in depth review in the literature on 2D losses and high Reynolds number compres-
sor 3D losses was undertaken and the main findings are discussed in Chapter 2. It was
established that the area of low Re axial compressors has not been fully explored in
either the experimental or the computational regime.
The experimental and computational methodology is described in chapter 3. In this
chapter the design and manufacture of the experimental rig is discussed, along with the
instrumentation used to record and log measurements during the experiments.
With the aid of rotor exit hot-wire traverses and 5-hole probe rotor inlet, rotor exit
and stator exit traverses the flow field was investigated. The flow field and the blade
row loss breakdown at the design and off-design flow coefficients, across a range of
Reynolds numbers is discussed in chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 6 considers the effect of decreasing the incidence angle at the stator end-
wall in order to decrease the stator corner separation. Additionally, the chapter ex-
plores what compound lean does to the flow of the stator at low Re comparing to what
is already known from 3D design literature at high Re.
Finally the main conclusions along with recommendations for future research are






The target of this thesis is to build a better understanding of the flow field in a low
Reynolds number axial compressor stage. This chapter aims to discover the gaps in the
known literature and explore what is known so far about the flow field high Reynolds
number axial compressors. There are two main areas that are investigated.
The first section of this chapter will review the literature on the 2D flow field of
low Re aerofoils and cascades along with the losses associated with that flow. Finding
out what the instigators for these losses are and various methods that can be used to
control these flow features and decrease the losses associated with them.
Secondly, the 3D flow field associated with high Re axial compressors will be
reviewed. In addition, the loss mechanisms and the methods used for tackling against
them will be identified. It will then be possible to attempt and use some of them to
manipulate any low Re flow features, that get identified in the following chapters.
Compressor loss is split into three major categories, Denton [9].
1. 2D loss, profile loss, discussed in section 2.1
2. Tip leakage loss, discussed in section 2.2
3. End-wall loss, discussed in section 2.2
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2.1 Low Reynolds number flow features
In this section the 2D flow features that contribute to the loss of an aerofoil or a cascade
are investigated along with various attempts at controlling them.
2.1.1 Loss mechanism
At these low Re the effect of flow transition comes into play. A laminar boundary
layer (BL) on the rotor suction side (SS) separates, transitions to turbulent and finally
reattaches, forming a laminar separation bubble (LSB), see figure 2.1. As discussed
in Shyy et al. [41], the laminar flow outside the bubble forms a free-shear layer that
encapsulates the bubble. The turbulent flow allows high momentum flow from the
free-stream to travel closer to the surface thus allowing the separated flow to reattach.
This is an unavoidable side-effect of operating in this low Re regime. The width and
thickness of the LSB is increased by an increase in incidence or a decrease of flow
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Fig. 1 Aerodynamic characteristics of a NACA 63,-012 airfoil
section at a Reynolds number of 5,800,000 (Ref. 12).
proximate calculation of these important parameters, and is
an adaptation of Horton's method1 and this author's work2
concerning Reynolds numbers effects in axial compressor
blading.
Discussion of the Flow Phenomenon
This discussion was developed from a thorough review of
the pertinent literature.2 If, for the time being, we postpone
consideration of the factors that define whether a bubble is
short or long, the conditions necessary for the formation of a
laminar separation bubble are: 1) an adverse pressure gradient
of suffficient magnitude to cause laminar separation, and 2)
flow conditions over the blade surface such that the boundary
'layer will be laminar at the separation point. Inherent in the
second condition is that the airfoil surface be smooth, that the
freestream turbulence level be relatively low, and that the
distance between the stagnation and separation points be
moderate (or more precisely, that the boundary layer
Reynolds number at the laminar separation point Re* be less
than that required for transition). The essential features of a
laminar separation bubble are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The laminar boundary layer separates from the surface at S
to reattach downstream at the point R. Between the points S
and R the flow may be divided into two main regions: 1) the
free shear layer, contained between the outer edge S " T " R " of
the viscous region and the mean dividing streamline ST'R,
and 2) the recirculation bubble contained between the mean
dividing streamline and the blade surface STR. These two
regions may then be further subdivided into parts upstream
and downstream of the transition point T. Upstream of T, the
free shear layer is laminar and is incapable of doing any
significant diffusion, because weak viscous shear stresses
operate in this region. As shown in Fig. 2 the surface velocity
is practically constant between separation and transition. This
constant pressure "plateau" is a general feature of the
laminar part of the separated flow.
So far, we have been discussing laminar separation bubbles
in general, without making any distinction between short and
long bubbles. Perhaps the most basic way of making this
distinction was proposed by Tani,3 who has suggested that
the difference between a short and long bubble lies in their
effect upon the overall velocity and pressure distribution. The
short separation bubble has only a slight effect upon the
pressure distribution. Outside of the short bubble region the
pressure distribution is a close approximation to the inviscid
distribution about the profile, apart from a slight reduction in
the magnitude of the suction peak ahead of separation. On the
other hand, a long bubble is one which interacts with the
exterior flow to such an extent that the pressure distribution is
appreciably modified from the inviscid model in a way that
the velocity peak and circulation are decreased. This dif-
ference can be seen in Fig. 2c, where Caster's4 series II
pressure distributions have been plotted.
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ V Y \ T TK
Fig. 2a Section view of a two-dimensional short laminar separation
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Fig. 2b The corresponding surface pressure distribution.
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Fig. 2c Pressure distributions in the vicinity of separation bubbles
for the series II experiments of Caster, bubbles 1 to 4 are short, 5 is a
long bubble.
We can characterize laminar separation bubble behavior in
the following way: For any given angle of attack, when the
overall airfoil chord Reynolds number gets low enough, the
laminar boundary layer reaches the separation point before
transition is achieved. After the laminar boundary layer
separates, it forms a laminar free shear layer that eventually
undergoes transition to turbulence. The turbulent free shear
layer is able to do enough diffusion by entrainment of high
energy freestream fluid to reattach to the surface as a tur-
bulent boundary layer. This short bubble is seen as a small
perturbation on the pressure distribution; its effect on the
flow outside of the bubble region is minimal.
As Rc continues to decrease, the laminar free shear layer
grows in length (the mechanism of this growth will be




















































Figure 2.1: Section view of a two-dimensional short laminar separation bubble, not to
scale, Roberts [38]
A separation on a velocity or pressure distribution corresponds to a flattened region,
as the edge velocity and surface pressure do not change significantly in a separated
8
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region, see figures 2.2 and 2.3. The loss associated with an LSB is split into 3 main
areas:
• For large bubbles the effective blade surface changed causing a blockage effect.
• The recirculation within the bubble causes mixing loss.
• The pressure recovery deficit after the bubble increases the momentum thickness,
thus increasing loss.
The size and location of this bubble varies with Reynolds number, see figures 2.2.
At high Reynolds numbers, Re = 106, the bubble is very short and relatively close
to the leading edge, at 25% chord. As the Reynolds number decreases, 4 × 104, the
position of the laminar separation stays fixed and the transition point moves further
downstream, at 30% up to 65% chord. When the Reynolds number reaches a certain
value, 2×104, the bubble extends further than the trailing edge and the flow never reat-
taches. This bubble incurs greater profile losses in compressors that were not captured
















Re = 4 × 104






Figure 2.2: Stream-wise velocity profiles over the upper surface of a generic airfoil with
varying Reynolds numbers, at a fixed angle of attack of 4◦, Shyy et al. [41]
As the size of the LSB increases the pressure distribution is affected, see figure 2.3.
The blade surface pressure remains constant throughout the width of the bubble, this
9
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corresponds to the flat region of the pressure distribution in figure 2.3. At the position
of transition and reattachment the pressure starts to rise once again. The pressure
deficit due to the separation is not fully recovered after reattachment, thus the overall
pressure rise across the chord is decreased, Tani [46].















            
Figure 2.3: Stream-wise pressure profiles of a generic airfoil, Shyy et al. [41]
The loss associated with the LSB is not present in industrial jet engines. Length
scales are large, thus Re > 105. The flow is fully turbulent, therefore the 2D profile
losses are low and independent of Re. That is why Maffioli et al. [30] has adapted a
different process in blade design optimisation at this low Re regime.
2.1.2 Aerofoil design
A new aerofoil design procedure, using shape-class to define the cross-section, was
introduced by Maffioli et al. [30] to account for the presence of the LSB in low Re
flow. The thickness distribution was investigated with greater emphasis given on the
maximum thickness location. Figure 2.4 shows the pressure distribution of the optimal
shape-class distribution with a maximum thickness location of 20%. The pressure
gradient is more uniform on the suction side resulting in a “fuller” distribution with
an increase of 1.5% in efficiency. The laminar separation occurs earlier in the shape-
class design and transitions earlier, due to the front loaded design. This decreases the
10
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loading at the aft part of the blade and prevents the turbulent flow from separating early
on, decreasing the deviation and loss. Further more the effect of the incidence angle,
turning and other parameters were investigated to optimise for pressure loss, deviation
and range.
















Figure 2.4: Pressure rise coefficient distribution across a C4 blade and a front thickened
shape-class designed cross section with parabolic leading edge, Maffioli et al. [30]
The effect ofRe on the pressure distribution in a cascade was experimentally inves-
tigated by Rhoden [36]. The location of the laminar separation was constant acrossRe,
whereas the location of the turbulent transition and reattachment moved further down-
stream at lowerRe, see figure 2.5. At the lowestRe there was no reattachment. MISES
was used to investigate two different Re using the optimised shape-class design, see
figures 2.6 and 2.7. The major difference is the location of the laminar separation is
20% of the chord earlier thus at even the lowest Re there is turbulent reattachment.
Hence, the aerofoil performance is higher.
2.1.3 Low Reynolds number 2D flow control
In the lowRe regime several different methods have been investigated into the effect of
the laminar flow transition. The size and location of the bubble could be altered to de-
11
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Figure 2.5: Traditional aerofoil experimental pressure distribution at a range of Re , inci-
dence at −4◦ and 20◦ camber, Rhoden [36]
crease the losses associated by transition. Some research has already been undertaken
in aerofoils and cascades on the following features, Roberts [37]:
• Leading edge (LE) profiles.
• Tripwires and roughness elements.
• High free-stream turbulence.
• Maximum blade thickness location.
12
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Figure 2.6: Shape-class aerofoil MISES pressure distribution atRe= 3.5×104, incidence
at −3◦ and 20◦ camber, from internal report
Figure 2.7: Shape-class aerofoil MISES pressure distribution at Re = 9× 104, incidence
at −3◦ and 20◦ camber, from internal report
13
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Different LE shapes have different effects to the flow of a low Re aerofoil. A sharp
LE acts as a tripping agent causing the transition to occur early on the SS. For Re
less than a critical value the loss of a sharp LE is lower than that of a conventional
LE, see figure 2.8. However, there is a trade-off between loss and range. The sharp
LE decreases the loss and the range at the same time, Roberts [37]. On the other hand
Goodhand and Miller [21] showed at highRe that a parabolic LE could decrease losses
associated with pressure spikes, see figure 2.9. The spike caused a premature transition









Conventional                           Sharp LE
Figure 2.8: Performance comparison between conventional and reversed (sharp LE) for a
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Compressor Leading Edge
Spikes: A New Performance
Criterion
Compressor blades often have a small “spike” in the surface pressure distribution at the
leading edge. This may result from blade erosion, manufacture defects, or compromises
made in the original design process. This paper investigates the effect of these spikes on
profile loss, and presents a criterion to ensure they are not detrimental to compressor
performance. In the first part of the paper, two geometries of leading edge are tested. One
has a small spike, typical of those found on modern compressors; the other has no spike,
characteristic of an idealized leading edge. Testing was undertaken on the stator of a
single-stage low speed compressor. The time resolved boundary layer was measured
using a hot-wire microtraversing system. It is shown that the presence of the small spike
changes the time resolved transition process on the suction surface, but that this results
in no net increase in loss. In the second part of the paper, spike height is systematically
changed using a range of leading edge geometries. It is shown that below a critical spike
height, the profile loss is constant. If the critical spike height is exceeded, the leading
edge separates and profile loss rises by 30%. Finally, a criterion is developed, based on
the total diffusion across the spike. Three different leading edge design philosophies are
investigated. It is shown that if the spike diffusion factor is kept below 0.1 over the blade’s
incidence range, performance is unaffected by leading edge geometry.
!DOI: 10.1115/1.4000567"
1 Introduction
Spikes in the surface pressure distribution often exist at the
leading edge of a compressor blade; these are caused by large
changes in surface curvature. Cumpsty !1" questions the potential
effects that these spikes have on compressor performance. He
notes that cascade tests by Andrews !2" exhibit nearly constant
loss over a wide incidence range, despite a “very large” spike in
the calculated pressure distribution at high incidence. Cumpsty
states: “since there is good reason to expect the spikes to have
been present in the tests, it is not clear why they do not lead to
massive boundary layer separation and a severe degradation in
performance.” This raises the question of whether the spikes affect
blade performance.
Evidence that spikes have a large effect on performance is
found in the work published by Carter !3". He systematically
changed the ratio of leading edge radius to max thickness of a
compressor blade from 0.08 to 0.35. Conventional wisdom,
founded in the aerofoil theory, predicts that the lowest value or
“sharpest” leading edge would have the narrowest operating range
because the spike would be very large away from design inci-
dence. The opposite was found with the sharpest leading edge
having the widest operating range. In the discussion of his paper,
two other people reported similar trends. These large effects
caused by small changes in leading edge geometry raise the ques-
tion as to whether changes in spike height are important. It also
raises the questions of why a “sharp” leading edge has the widest
operating range and whether this is the result of the leading edge
having either no spike, or only a small spike over a wide range of
incidences.
Spike height in this paper is quantified using a spike diffusion
factor Dspike, based on the inviscid surface velocity distribution,
and is defined in Eq. #1$. This is based on the principle of the local
diffusion factor of Lieblien !4" and represents the magnitude of
spike induced boundary layer diffusion from the peak to the
trough of the spike. The inviscid spike is used because it is a
unique function of blade geometry and is a direct measure of the
detrimental effect of the leading edge on the boundary layer. The
inviscid spike has the added advantage that, unlike the viscous
spike, it does not collapse as leading edge separation occurs. A





Leading edges with no spike are often found on external air-
foils, even when operating at moderate incidences. This is rarely
achieved on real compressor blades, which tend to be blunter. This
bluntness occurs because thickness constraints are often required.
These are set to give adequate structural integrity and erosion/
impact tolerance. This limit is required because of their small size,
typically 0.4 mm thickness.
A second consequence of the small size of compressor leading
edges is that they often deviate geometrically from the design
intent, due either to manufacture variation or erosion. The spike
height therefore varies between blades. It would be both prohibi-
tively expensive and technically difficult to ensure that all com-
pressor blades in service had no spikes and it would therefore be
of use to understand what spike height could be practically toler-
ated and thus develop a criterion to define this.
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in
the JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY. Manuscript received July 20, 2009; final manu-
script received July 30, 2009; published online October 20, 2010. Editor: David
Wisler.
Fig. 1 Schematic of surface pressure distribution with en-
largement of spike
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of surfac pressure distribution with enlargement of spike, Good-
hand and Miller [21]
Since a sharp LE is not recommended due to the low operating range, a tripwire or
roughness elements could be used to trip the flow and force transition earlier. Similarly
to the sharp LE Roberts [37], managed to increase the performance at Re lower than a
critical value. Goodhand and Miller [21] showed that, at high Re, LE surface roughness
14
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increased the loss, especially near the hub, which was expected from Roberts [37].
Therefore, a tripwire or a LE surface roughness could be investigated.
Lian and Shyy [29] and Roberts [37] investigated the effect of free stream tur-
bulence (FST). Both suggest a decrease in loss due to FST. As FST was increased
from zero, the transition bubble shrunk and the loss decreased to a maximum of 30%,
Roberts [37]. It was also noticed that after a value of 2.5% of FST the loss started
increasing reaching the 0% FST loss level, see figure 2.10. At that point the turbulence
generator loss increased more rapidly than the transition loss decreased. This means,
if generating the turbulence is necessary, there is a limited benefit. On the other hand,
actual “air handling devises” have ducts and struts along the path of the inlet flow that
create their own free stream turbulence. Hence, if the turbulence level is known, its
value could be used during the design process.
1366 W. B. ROBERTS AIAA JOURNAL
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Influence of the turbulence level on the flow loss and
flow deflection of compressor casade.
Fig. 12 Data of Schlichting and Das.18
siderably. From the standpoint of losses and deflection across
the cascade, an increase in freestream turbulence is one of the
best solutions in principle, since it involves no physical
modification to the blades.
Schlichting and Das18 have presented experimental results
that demonstrate the effect of grid-generated turbulence on
cascade performance at low Rc (Fig. 12). The losses go
through a minimum at Tu1 =2.5% and then start to increase
with turbulence (due to increased turbulent dissipation). It
follows that for each cascade situation and Reynolds number,
there will be a certain value of freestream turbulence that
produces a minimum in loss and maximum deflection. This
optimum point results from a combination of decreased
laminar separation bubble length (and, therefore, loss) and
increased loss due to dissipation.
Practical artifical generation of turbulence for low Rc
compressor systems requires the use of grids that cause con-
siderable drag. An increase of intensity from a low level to
2.5%, the approximate optimum from Fig. 12, 10-15 cm
downstream of a biplanar grid consisting of 0.5 mm wire
covering 10% of the inlet area, would cause a total pressure
loss of 25% of the dynamic pressure (calculation done using
the formulation given in Refs. 19 and 20). In most situations,
whether an internal flow system or externally mounted
engine, this level of loss is unacceptable. For this reason, the
use of grid-generated turbulence to suppress the effect of low
Rc cannot be recommended for most situations.
As indicated here and in Refs. 2, 17, and 18, an increase in
turbulence can suppress the effects of laminar separation
bubbles at low Rc. Often axial pumps or compressors operate
in situations where freestream turbulence is relatively high,
i.e., >1%. This could be caused by upstream duct in-
terference and/or struts, or, in a multistage machine, by
operation in the wake mixing regions of upstream blade rows.
For these situations, the critical value of Rc will be much
lower than for a cascade with low-turbulence inflow.
Summary
It has been demonstrated that a sharp leading edge would
act as a tripping device at an incidence greater than zero. The
probable reason for this is that the region of separation
imm diately downstream of the thin leading edge causes
severe destabilization of the shear layer which results in the
amplification of any disturbances present. The same process
occurs aft of single roughness elements placed on an otherwise
smooth surface.
The experimental work presented here indicates that an
airfoil shape with both a thin leading and trailing edge, such
as a DCA profile, should be an optimum shape for con-
tinuous operation at low Reynolds number. For operations
combining both low Reynolds number and abrasive con-
ditions (not necessarily at the same time), the conventional
profile with some appropriate roughness element or surface at
the leading edge provides a reasonable solution. In a situation
where an axial compressor or pump is occasionally operating
at low Rc, the blade thickness and camber should be kept as
low as possible to give the required amount of flow deflection,
necessary mechanical strength, and to minimize the losses.
An increase of performance through the first blade rows
can be realized at low Reynolds numbers by increasing the
freestream turbulence up to a certain level. However, the
overall decrease in system efficiency due to the drag of the
required grid could be greaterthan the benefit derived.
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Figure 2.10: Influence of the turbulence level on the flow loss of a compressor cascade,
Roberts [37]
Lian and Shyy [29] investigated MAV wings and the effect of transition in their
performance. The investigation was missing the effect of 3D flow effects, which would
be very beneficial for this research.
Roberts [37] has suggested various methods of increasing the 2D performance of
compressors cascades at low Re, it was missing investigation on 3D axial compres-
sor geometries designed explicitly for low Re flows. Even though there is limited
relevance with this research both provide m thods that can be tri d in 3D axial com-
pressors.
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2.1.4 Low Reynolds 3D losses
The 3D flow losses in high Re compressors have been much more extensively re-
searched and understood; than losses at Re of the order of 104.
Choi et al. [5] used a numerical approach to compare the effect Re, a range of
2 × 104 - 2 × 105, has on the three main flow loss factors. The simulations were on a
“rotor only” compressor. Both the profile loss and end-wall loss had increased by 50%
and 20%, respectively; whereas the tip flow loss decreased by 30%. The end-wall loss
and profile loss increase was caused by the end-wall separation extending to a larger
portion of the span. On the other hand, the tip region loss decreased due to a weaker
tip-to-core mixing. Also, the pressure rise across the rotor decreased due to the large
separation. This research lacked experimental validation at these lowRe and a laminar
transition model to account for the effect of the transition bubble.
2.2 High Reynolds number flow
A better look at the cause of the losses and methods to decrease them can be obtained
from high Re compressor loss literature.
2.2.1 Tip leakage flow
Bindon [2] has shown that blade tip loss can be split into 3 main components, see figure
2.11:
• End-wall loss, assumed equal end-wall gap-less loss
• Internal gap shear loss
• Mixing loss
The internal gap shear loss depends on the type of flow over the tip gap of the blade.
The thickness of the blade with respect to the width of the gap is responsible for the
type of gap. Figure 2.12, demonstrates the two different types of flow over the tip gap.
A compressor blade is thinner than a turbine blade; therefore, the flow demonstrated
16
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Figure 2.11: Total tip loss development showing different contributions, Bindon [2]
Figure 2.12: Flow over the tip gap of a thin unshrouded blade, Denton [9]
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in figure 2.12-lower would be more representative. Since there is no reattachment and
mixing within the gap, the internal gap shear loss for a compressor is negligible.
The main contribution to compressor tip leakage loss is therefore due to the flow
mixing, created by the tip gap vortex. The vortex is a by-product of the rotor pressure
side (PS) flow leaking into the SS. The intense difference in flow direction causes
the large shearing, Storer and Cumpsty [44], and the difference between the two flow
velocities encourages recirculation, which in turn generate mixing loss, Denton [9].
The vortex can be affected by many factors, which include the width of the tip gap, the
flow coefficient, the casing boundary layer thickness and Re, Mailach et al. [31]. The
mixing of the flow caused due to the vortex leg is another loss factor in the tip region
which was not quantified byBindon [2] .
A study on the tip clearance flow at various gap widths was carried out by Gbadebo
et al. [19], see figure 2.13. In the region of 0% < clearance < 0.24% the loss was at
a maximum, this coincided with an increase in the number of saddle singularities,
Gbadebo et al. [18]. The saddle points are the points where the streamlines crossed
during simulations. At clearance > 0.24% where the clearance was of the order of the
inlet boundary layer displacement thickness and the leakage flow velocity was signifi-
cantly lower, the loss started to decrease. A minimum was reached at clearance = 1%;
when the clearance was more than 2 times the inlet boundary layer displacement thick-
ness the loss started to increase again. A benefit from clearance width management
could only be achieved once it is of the order of the inlet boundary layer displacement
thickness.
The effect of operating point flow coefficient on tip flow structure was investigated
by Furukawa et al. [15]. It was found that there was no significant change in the
structure of the vortex “at any flow rate not lower than the peak pressure rise operating
condition”. Vortex core breakdown occurred within the rotor at a flow coefficient near
stall, see figure 2.14. This breakdown caused a recirculation region to form, which in
turn increased the tip leakage loss. At even lower flow coefficients the breakdown flow
increased in size until it started interacting with the SS boundary layer. The interaction
gave rise to a three dimensional blade separation, which differed from the traditional
2D blade separation, Furukawa et al. [15].
Taghavi-Zenou et al. [45] also found that at near stall flow coefficients the vor-
tex structure interacts with the adjacent blade. In addition to that it was noticed that
18
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age velocity at the tip gap centerline, normalized by the inlet
velocity, is plotted in Fig. 7!a" showing clearly how the leakage
flow strengthens with increase in tip clearance. The maximum
leakage velocity occurs at about 1.7% chord tip clearance with a
further increase in clearance leading to a reduction in the peak
velocity. It is also evident from the figure that the location of the
maximum velocity, which corresponds to the peak loading, shifts
backward from near the leading edge at minimum clearance to
about 31% axial chord at 1.7% chord tip clearance. The location
then remains unchanged with further clearance increase. At the
axial location of the peak leakage velocity for each clearance gap,
the radial variation of the normalized leakage velocity within the
clearance space is plotted in Fig. 7!b". This figure suggests that the
peak overall leakage velocity increases and the location moves
towards the endwall until the clearance reaches about 1.17% or
chord, roughly equal to twice the inlet boundary layer displace-
ment thickness, beyond which it remains more or less constant.
Calculated Overall Exit Loss. The calculated overall exit total
pressure loss variation is shown in Fig. 8. This is the mass aver-
aged loss, including the loss from the endwall boundary layer out
to mid-span. For small clearance, less than about 0.2% chord, the
effect of clearance for this cascade is to increase loss consistent
with the increase in the number of singularities, as noted in Ref. 8.
Fig. 5 Cascade endwall tuft flow pattern at 1.7% chord tip
clearance
Fig. 6 Velocity vectors at the leading edge/endwall corner of
the blade showing the influence of clearance flow on the lead-
ing edge horseshoe vortex; clearance values of 0.0, 0.24, and
0.58% chord
Fig. 7 Influence of tip gap on the leakage velocity for the com-
pressor cascade. „a… Axial variation of the clearance centerline
velocity. „b… Radial profiles of the clearance velocity at peak-
loading location for each gap.
Fig. 8 Influence of clearance gap on calculated exit total pres-
sure loss
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Figure 2.13: Influence of clearance gap (% of chord) on calculated total pressure loss,
Gbadebo et al. [19]
Fig. 10 Limiting streamlines on blade suction surface for design oper-
ating condition (<f> = 0.50) 
Distributions of a streamwise absolute vorticity and a total 
pressure loss for the design flow rate are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 
where color contours of the distribution  are represented on four 
crossflow planes nearly perpendicular to the tip leakage vortex 
core, as shown by planes I, II, III, and IV. In the figures black lines 
are the same leakage streamlines as those shown in Fig. 7. The 
streamwise absolute vorticity is defined by the component of 
absolute vorticity along the relative flow direction and is normal-
ized by twice the angular velocity magnitude of the rotor. The total 
pressure loss is defined and normalized as 
_ ^rc»~ ric6l) - (P- P,)/p 
(P ~ vj/2 (2) 
where r is the radius from the axis of rotation, c0 is the absolute 
tangential velocity component, P is the total pressure, p is the 
density, U, is the blade tip speed, and subscript 1 denotes the rotor 
inlet. Only the region with the total pressure loss above 0.2 is 
shown in Fig. 9. Although the streamwise absolute vorticity in the 
tip leakage vortex decays gradually in the streamwise direction, the 
region with concentrated vorticity corresponding to the vortex core 
can be clearly observed even at plane IV. In Fig. 9 it is seen that 
high loss fluid accumulates around the leakage vortex core. The 
high loss region corresponds to the low-energy fluid accumulation 
observed near the casing in the experimental result of Fig. 2(a). Its 
size grows larger gradually in the streamwise direction. It is found 
from Figs. 7, 8, and 9 that the nature of the tip leakage vortex has 
no abrupt change in the streamwise direction. 
Figure 10 shows limiting streamlines on the blade suction sur-
face for the design flow rate. A secondary flow toward the casing 
is observed near the hub. This flow near the hub is caused by a 
secondary flow toward the suction surface in the hub wall bound-
ary layer. Near the blade tip an outward radial flow is slightly 
Fig. 11 Vortex cores colored with normalized helicity distribution, cas-
ing wall pressure distribution (black lines in right passage), and leakage 
streamlines surrounding tip leakage vortex (black lines in left passage) 
for peak pressure rise operating condition (<J> = 0.38) 
Fig. 12 Limiting streamlines on blade suction surface for peak pressure 
rise operating condition ( * = 0.38) 
noticeable. However, there is no considerable effect of the leakage 
flow on the suction surface boundary layer. 
A perspective view of the tip leakage flow field at the peak 
pressure rise operating condition (</> = 0.38) is shown in Fig. 11. 
The formation of the tip leakage vortex starts from a nearer 
location to the leading edge than the design operating condition 
shown in Fig. 7. The casing wall pressure trough is deeper near the 
leading edge than the design operating condition, while it becomes 
shallower at the aft part of the blade passage. The tip leakage 
vortex core with the normalized helicity of nearly unity is observed 
along the pressure trough even at the aft part of the passage. This 
implies that the leakage vortex continues rolling up there. Accord-
ing to the behavior of the leakage streamlines shown in the left 
passage, it appears that the leakage vortex expands gradually in the 
streamwise direction. In the same manner as the design operating 
condition shown in Fig. 7, however, any abrupt change in the 
nature of the vortex is not observed. 
Figure 12 shows limiting streamlines on the suction surface for 
the peak pressure rise operating condition (4> = 0.38). Although 
the secondary flow toward the casing becomes stronger on the hub 
side, there is no abrupt change in the behavior of the suction 
surface boundary layer near the tip. The onset of flow separation is 
not observed on the suction surface. 
Onset of Leakage Vortex Breakdown. As mentioned in the 
previous section, the tip leakage vortex has no significant change 
in its nature at any flow rate not lower than the peak pressure rise 
operating condition; on the other hand substantial change in the 
nature appears at a lower flow rate. 
Figure 13 shows a leakage flow field at a flow rate of </> = 0.37 
slightly lower than the peak pressure rise operating condition (<j> = 
0.38). At the fore part of the rotor passage, the distinctive behavior 
of the tip leakage vortex can be readily seen, that is, a leakage 
Fig. 13 Vortex cores colored with normalized helicity distribution, cas-
ing wall pressure distribution (black lines in right passage), recirculation 
region in leakage vortex breakdown (colored white in left passage), and 
leakage streamlines outside recirculation region (black lines in left pas-
sage) for <f> = 0.37 
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Figure 2.14: Vortex core breakdown leading to recirculation when decreasing flow coef-
ficient from 0.38 (left) to 0.37 (right), Furukawa et al. [15]
the tip leakage vortex frequency changed from close to the blade passing frequency
(BPF) to half. The frequency change was also noticed by Mailach et al. [31] where
the vortex of one blade interacted with the tip gap of the adjacent one. Figure 2.15
shows the effect of this interaction, the vortex passes through two blade passages. The
second passage has a smaller vortex with a higher mean through-flow. These rotating
instabilities “can be responsible for the intensification of clearance noise and the exci-
tation of large amplitude blade vibrations”, which can be detrimental for a small scale
domestic compressor. Therefore unsteady CFD simulations and experimental high fre-
quency pressure readings would be encouraged to attempt and capture these rotating
instabilities.
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The vortex intensity in the front part of the blade strongly fluc-
tuates. As a result of this the location of the strongest vortex
intensity periodically moves along the blade chord. This can
clearly be seen in the time trace of the difference of the pressure
differences between PS and SS near the leading edge !10 percent
chord" and in the rear part !60 percent chord" of the blade. A
frequency spectrum of this time trace is shown in Fig. 22. It shows
the periodical fluctuation of the maximum pressure difference be-
tween PS and SS along the blade chord, caused by the periodic
characteristic of the tip clearance flow. This can be seen as a
hump in the spectrum, which agrees very well with the typical
pattern of RIs shown in Fig. 5. This periodical fluctuation along
the blade chord is also according to the results for the propagation
of RIs in the blade tip region, Fig. 9. The discrete peak at 1383 Hz
in Fig. 22 shows ones more the periodical influence caused by the
stator wakes.
This fluctuation of the blade tip vortex presumably propagates
into circumferential direction #17$. At the time t1 a blade tip vor-
tex with strong intensity near the leading edge occurs at blade 1,
Fig. 23. The large reversed flow region of this vortex affects the
flow in the front region of the neighboring blade 2 at the time t2 .
At this time the pressure difference in this region of blade 2 is
diminished and the maximum pressure difference is shifted down-
stream to the rear part of the blade. However, the pressure differ-
ence in this region is considerably smaller than at the leading edge
without the influence of the reversed flow. This means the blade
tip vortex at time t2 at blade 2 is weaker than that at time t1 at
blade 1 and can be localized to the rear part of the blade. The
vortex presumably leaves the passage and does not affect the flow
at time t3 at blade 3, which again produces a strong tip vortex, etc.
Thus the fluctuating blade tip vortices propagate in circumfer-
ential direction against the rotor turning direction along the rotor
blade row !referred to the relative frame". At the same time a
Fig. 20 Periodical influence of stator wakes on the pressure
difference between PS and SS of a rotor blade
„s*Ä4.3 percent…, r*Ä92 percent, 10 percent chord, design
speed, design point
Fig. 21 Pressure difference between PS and SS of a rotor
blade, s*Ä4.3 percent, r*Ä92 percent, design speed, operat-
ing point near stability limit „!Ä0.83…, sensors at nearly the
same axial position: 20 percent chord at PS, 30 percent chord
at SS
Fig. 22 Fluctuation of tip vortex along the blade chord, fre-
quency spectrum of the difference of the pressure differences
between PS and SS near the leading edge „10 percent chord…
and the rear part „60 percent chord… of a rotor blade,
r*Ä92 percent…, s*Ä4.3 percent, design speed, operating
point near stability limit „!Ä0.83…
Fig. 23 Time-dependent development of blade tip vortex, ro-
tating system
Fig. 24 Blade tip vortices at different times, rotating system
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Fig e 2.15: Time-dependent development of blade tip vortex, Mailach et al. [31]
2.2.2 En - all flow
The end-wall losses arise by the formation of 3D structures of separated flow which
c use large blockage effects to the flow and high entropy generation, Yu et al. [54].
One of the main types of separation, the ring-like vortex separation, is demonstrated in
figure 2.16.
There are several aspects of the stator that affect the end-wall separation. The type
of LE and its roughness along with the presence and size of fillet are some of these. It
was concluded by Goodhand and Miller [22] that the fillet radius did not have as much
of an effect as the presence of a fillet. Also the major loss impact was contributed to
by the roughness of the LE and the type of LE; elliptical was better than circular. The
reason behind this was that both increased the pressure spike, which in turn increased
loss. Figure 2.17 quantifies the loss with respect to a baseline geometry, Goodhand
and Miller [22].
There have been attempts to decrease or eliminate the end-wall secondary flow
separation on the compressor SS. Some of these are:
• End-wall contou ing, Reu ter et al. [35], Varpe and Pradeep [50]
• End-wall boundary layer suction Gbadebo et al. [20]
• 3D blade design, see subsection 2.2.3
End-wall contouring was investigated in cascades with and without tip gaps. For a
compressor cascade with a tip gap, hub contouring caused most of the benefit to occur
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(a) Flow topology of the corner separation
with a ring-like vortex on the SS, Yu et al.
[54]
edge.
The CFD predictions of the hub loss over a range of incidences
are shown in Fig. 7. Experimental points are shown at design
incidence !!=0.51" and near stall !!=0.45". The difference in
hub loss between the two leading edges can be seen to be rela-
tively constant and well predicted over the operating incidence
range. At the highest flow coefficients, the hub loss with the el-
liptical leading edge flattens out. This is because the hub separa-
tion is no longer detrimental.
3.2 Leading Edge Variations Along Span. The tests reported
above showed that the hub separation grows when transition
jumps to the leading edge over the whole span. They do not,
however, show the region of the span which is most critical to this
mechanism. To determine this, a part-span tripwire was placed
along the elliptical leading edge !s /s0=8%". A trip-height of 4.6
times, the local momentum thickness was used. This wire diam-
eter was the closest available to the trip-height that would gener-
ate the equivalent increase in boundary layer momentum thickness
as the separation bubble on a circular leading edge !calculated
using the Preston tube theory #17$". The fact it was slightly larger
increased the separation size relative to a circular leading edge.
The tripwire started at the hub and its extent along the leading
edge was varied. The spanwise extent of the separation for each
case is shown in Fig. 8.
There are three key findings from the tests. First, the smallest
length of trip, %5% of span, had no effect on the hub separation;
the length of this tripwire is equivalent to the thickness of the
skewed region of the incoming hub boundary layer. Second, at
large spanwise extents, "35% of span, the size of the hub sepa-
ration becomes insensitive to trip length. Finally, there is a region
where the trip is between 5% and 35% of span where the hub
separation is dependent on the trip length.
3.3 Effect of an Incoming Wake on the Hub Separation. If
simple point transition at the leading edge close to the hub can
cause a large change in the hub separation, the possibility exists
for wake induced transition, as shown in Fig. 5, to alter its size.
Whether it does or not will depend on the response time of the
hub separation.
To investigate this, a trip was manufactured that could be in-
stantaneously switched on and off; this is shown in Fig. 9. The trip
extended over 20% of span from the hub and when off was flush
with the suction surface allowing laminar flow. The hub separa-
tion was seeded with smoke that was injected at the trailing edge;
its growth was measured using a high speed camera looking from
the casing to the hub. Images were captured at a frequency 1.7
times lower than that of blade passing; this frequency was limited
by light levels within the passage.
The results, shown in Fig. 10, give contours of the extent of the
hub separation with time. This shows that the timescale for the
growth of the separation is an order of magnitude greater than the
blade passing period, taking around 10 blade passing periods to
reach 90% of full size. This implies that incoming wakes should
not cause pulsing of the size of the hub separation. It is worth
noting that a similar timescale was recorded for the decay of the
separation when the trip was turned off. This provides confidence
that the true growth of the separation is being measured and not a
turbulent diffusion timescale of the smoke.
4 Surface Roughness
If leading edge geometry can affect the hub separation by
changing the transition process, then surface roughness, in the
leading edge region, may also have the same effect if it, too,
initiates premature transition. Newly manufactured blades typi-
Circular LE Elliptical LE
!0-100 = 6.5% !0-100 = 3.8%
!0-25 = 2.5% !0-25 = 1.3%
0 0.2 0.4 0.6
Stagnation Pressure
Coefficient (p - p )/(p - p )01 02 01 1
25% mass flow limit: Used for
calculation of hub loss ( )!0-25
Fig. 6 CFD stagnation pressure loss coefficient, downstream
of stators, !=0.51, and rfill /c=4.8%
Fig. 7 Hub loss against flow coefficient, CFD, and experi-
ments, rfill /c=4.8%
Fig. 8 Effect of a LE trip on the spanwise extent of the hub
separation, !=0.51, elliptical LE, and rfill /c=4.8%.
Fig. 9 Setup of smoke visualization experiment
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(b) Stagnation pressure loss coefficient,
downstream of a stator, Goodhand and
Miller [22]
Figure 2.16: Stator end-wall separation
prove structural integrity. It is therefore of interest to know
whether fillets increase or decrease the size of the hub separation.
A series of fillet radii !rfill /c=0%, 1.6%, 3.2%, 4.8%, and 10%"
were tested with both circular and elliptical leading edges. The
effect these different fillet radii had on the size of the hub sepa-
ration is shown in Fig. 14.
The figure shows two distinct regions: blades with a fillet and
those without. When a fillet is present, the spanwise extent of the
separation increases at the same rate as the spanwise extent of the
fillet. When the fillet is removed completely, the spanwise extent
of the separation increases.
Curlett #10$ implied that when the fillet was present, increasing
its radius caused a rise in the spanwise extent of the separation
and resulted in a corresponding increase in hub loss. To investi-
gate this, the hub loss was measured on an elliptical leading edge
with standard and large fillets !rfill /c=4.8% and 10%". The results
showed that when a large fillet was used, the hub loss reduced by
13% !rfill /c=4.8%, !0–25=1.3%, and, !0–25=1.1%". It is worth
noting that this difference is close to the experimental accuracy
!"1%". It does show, however, that as fillet radii are increased,
the rise in spanwise extent of the hub separation is simply the
result of a radial shift and not an increase in its size.
The second observation from Fig. 14 was that removing the
fillet increased the spanwise extent of the separation. The impact
this has on hub loss is shown in Fig. 15, at both design flow
coefficient and near stall. In all cases, removing the fillet was
found to increase loss. At design flow coefficient with an elliptical
leading edge the difference was found to be small. In all other
cases, the impact of removing the fillet was much larger. While
the reason for this is unknown, the authors observed that in these
cases flow reversal in the hub separation occurred. This was iden-
tified using surface flow visualization.
7 A Ranking of Endwall Effects
In this section, a comparison is made between the sizes of each
effect discussed above. The aim is to give a designer a feel for the
relative importance of each. For each comparison a single change
is made to the baseline case; this has an elliptical leading edge,
smooth surfaces, and the standard hub fillet radius !rfill /c
=4.8%". The results are shown in Fig. 16.
The plot shows that two geometry changes have a much larger
effect on hub loss than the others. These are the circular leading
edge and leading edge roughness equivalent to 4000 engine
cycles. Both effects cause suction surface transition to move to the
leading edge. The results show that the blade fillet is of secondary
importance; having large fillets was found to reduce loss, while
having no fillet was found to raise the loss. It is worth noting,
however, that for cases with flow reversal in the separation the
effect on loss was greater. The effect of having a cut away leading
edge fillet was small, being within the measurement error of 0.1%.
At this point, it is useful to calculate the effect that early tran-
sition, on the stator, has on stage efficiency. To do this, a 50%
reaction stage was considered with the elliptical leading edge.
Initially the increase in hub loss due to a circular leading edge was
considered. This was found to cause a 1.1% reduction in stage
efficiency. If the increase in hub and casing endwall losses and the
profile loss were considered, then these combined would cau a
1.6% reduction in stage efficiency.
Fig. 13 Flow visualization showing the effect of a cut off fillet,
elliptical leading edge, !=0.51, and rfill /c=10%
Fig. 14 Effect of fillet radius on the spanwise extent of the hub
separation, !=0.51
Fig. 15 The effect of removing fillets on hub loss. Comparison
with two leading edges, !=0.51 and 0.45.
Fig. 16 The effect of small geometry changes on hub loss
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Figure 2.17: The effect of small geometry changes on hub loss, Goodhand and Miller [22]
in the region above 20% span. The vortices on the end-wall appeared to exten their
influence near the tip region, thus counteracted the effect of the tip leakage vortex,
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Figure 10: Contour plot of the blade height of the endwall 
geometry of member 4029. 
The upper row of Figure 11 shows the blade height 
distribution of the total pressure loss of the optimized member 
4029 compared to the reference in all three operating points. In 
principle it can be seen, that similar to the fillet optimization a 
redistribution of the losses occurs. In all three operating points 
in the region close to the endwall up to about 5 % blade height 
a loss reduction occurs, above it there is a region where the 
losses are higher than the reference. In OP0 and OP1 the loss is 
reduced again above a relative height of 20 %/15 %, so that in 
OP0 up to 37 % and in OP1 even up to the middle it is below 
the reference. In contrast to this in OP2 above 5 % blade height 
it is higher than the reference. So, next to the redistribution of 
the losses, the losses are significantly reduced in OP0 and OP1 
but not in OP2. All in all the combined fillet and endwall 
optimization showed a reduction in the loss fitness function by 
18 % compared to 2 % for the only fillet optimization. 
The lower row of Figure 11 shows the blade height 
distribution of the outflow angle of the optimized member 4029 
compared to the reference in all three operating points. 
Especially in OP0 and OP1 a significant homogenization of the 
outflow angle distribution all along the blade height can be 
noticed. In OP2 the influence is limited nearly exclusively to 
the near wall flow. So the possibilities of influencing the more 
loaded flow with high positive incidence are clearly limited, if 
the outflow is only optimized in the design point. The changes 
in the blade height distribution of the less loaded cascade close 
to choke (OP1) are very similar to the improvements in OP0. 
 
 
Figure 11: Total pressure loss distribution (upper row) and outflow angle distribution (lower row) for the optimized fillet and 
endwall of member 4029 compared to the reference
Figure 2.18: End-wall surface height contours, for the optimised end-wall, Reutter et al.
[35]
Varpe and Pradeep [50]. For a cascade without a tip clearance it was fou d that a
valley on the end-wall SS, see figure 2.18 No.1 and 2, acts as an edge that creates
and guides a vortex along the SS. This vortex separates the main flow vortex from
interacting with the PS and decreases the loss on the compressor, Reutter et al. [35].
There are significant differences between the two optimised end-walls discussed. They
seem to be case specific but do have some similarities; which are the trough at the SS
and the peak at the TE, see figure 2.18 No. 2 and 3. These have not been tested on an
axial compressor yet, hence might not perform as desired for a more realistic case. As
the stator hub separation is an issue for the research at hand, trying a valley along the
forward region of the SS could improve the performance of the stator.
2.2.3 3D design
In recent years a better understanding has been established for the three-dimensional
flow and the effect 3D design has on span-wise flow variations and secondary flow.
The main 3D design methods and a detailed explanation of the effects can be found in
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Denton and Xu [10].
• Blade sweep is the axial shifting of either the blade tip region, the blade hub
region or both, see figure 2.19(left). This is to either increase or decrease the
loading at various parts of the blade. A forward LE sweep reduces the loading
near the LE, whereas a forward TE sweep increases the loading near the TE.
A backward sweep has the opposite effect. Forward sweep is usually used to
decrease end-wall effects.
• Blade lean or Dihedral is the tangential shifting of the blade, see figure 2.19(right).
By shifting the blade in an almost frozen pressure field, the loading at the tip or
hub regions can be increased or decreased. By doing so blade lean can be used
to control end-wall loss and tip leakage loss.
• Leading edge re-cambering (LER) is the blade inlet metal angle change to ac-
count for the increased flow angle angle at the end-wall region. This is caused by
the interaction of the blade row with the endwalls and the viscous force exerted
to the flow by the endwalls. Thus, by changing the inlet blade metal angle to fit
the flow angle better, a reduction in the SS deceleration can be achieved along
with a BL that stays attached longer, Gallimore et al. [16]. After incorporating
LER to the blade, there are many different methods of stacking the blade. Some
of these are LE, TE and centroid stacking. Each of these creates a different 3D
blade geometries. Choosing between these different stacking lines will incur un-
intended lean or sweep on the blade and the designer needs to be aware of it.
Hence, LER is not independent from seep and lean.
• Endwall velocity triangle design by Auchoybur and Miller [1] can be used to
change exit flow of the rotor endwalls to better accommodate the stator endwall
inlet and decrease the loss associated with the endwall corner separation.
As Sasaki and Breugelmans [39] concluded, the forward swept blades formed an
oppositely sensed vortex that counteracts the passage vortex. This vortex supplied
the SS end-wall corner with high-energy flow that would delay the onset of corner
separation.
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through the blade row (Fig. 2) and so the assumption blade loading. Qualitatively the blade loading would be
expected to be reduced when the twist is such as toof axisymmetric surfaces within the row is seldom exactly
correct. Despite this it is found that methods based on increase the stream surface thickness near the suction
surface, as is the situation near the casing in Fig. 2.this assumption give good solutions when compared
with most experimental data. Only when the stream sur- For a blade row in a parallel annulus the stream sur-
face twist will only be zero if the flow is free vortex.face twist becomes large does it have a significant effect
on the blade loading. Large stream surface twist in itself Otherwise twist will be induced by either shed vorticity
(which must produce opposite spanwise velocities on thedoes not seem to affect the blade surface pressures
severely; it is shown below that it is the pitchwise two blade surfaces at the trailing edge) or by secondary
flow arising from inlet vorticity.variation in stream surface thickness caused by the
twist that has the dominant effect. Stream surface twist can arise in an irrotational flow
owing to either spanwise components of velocity or span-Considering the flow in Fig. 2, the blade loading at
mid-span will be little affected by the twist because the wise blade forces. These result from blade sweep and
blade lean. A blade is considered to be swept when theblade-to-blade (S1) stream surface thickness remains
almost constant across the pitch and the spanwise veloc- line of the leading edge is not perpendicular to the inci-
dent flow or if the line of the trailing edge is not perpen-ities associated with the twist are small compared with
the axial and tangential velocities. Hence, neither the dicular to the leaving flow. It is leaned if the intersection
of the blade surfaces with a plane perpendicular to thecontinuity equation, which includes the thickness vari-
ation, nor the momentum equations, which include the axis of rotation is inclined to the radial direction (Fig. 3).
Almost all blade rows have some degree of sweep andspanwise velocity, are significantly affected by the twist.
However, near the endwalls the thickness varies con- lean but the amounts are generally small unless these
features are deliberately introduced into the design.siderably in the pitchwise direction. This causes the
streamlines on the blade-to-blade surface to move
towards the blade surface with largest stream surface
2 EFFECTS OF BLADE SWEEPthickness and so alters the blade-to-blade streamline cur-
vature and hence the pitchwise pressure gradient and
A major cause of stream surface twist is flow with a large
spanwise velocity within the blade row. This case is ana-
logous to a swept wing as illustrated in Fig. 4.
As the flow passes through a blade row there is a
natural tendency for the spanwise component of velocity
to remain constant, as it would do if the span were infi-
nite. The axial component of velocity, however, will
increase on the suction surface and decrease on the press-
ure surface. Hence, streamlines passing close to the suc-
tion surface must have a lower pitch angle (tan−1 Vr /Vx)
than those near the pressure surface and the stream sur-
faces must become twisted as illustrated in Fig. 4. The
major effect of this is well known [1 ] to be that the flow
Fig. 2 Stream surface twist near mid-span of high aspect ratio blades is best treated
Fig. 3 Definitions of sweep and lean
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Figure 2.19: Definitions of sweep and lean, Denton and Xu [10]
Compound lean, lean at both tip and hub, decreases the loading at the least effi-
cient parts of the blade. The loading is mainly in the midspan, thus the end-wall and
tip losses are reduced. Another reason behind the preferred compound lean is the mi-
gration of low energy end-wall flow to the midspan, thus the mixing losses are not
concentrated near the end-walls and an overall lower loss is achieved. Unloading the
tip with lean has proven to decrease the tip gap loss for compressors, Bolger [3]. Even
though, the end-wall loss was decreased, the midspan loss increased. Overall the range
of incidence angles was greater with lean rather than sweep.
Both methods are mainly used for stall margin improvement rather than loss reduc-
tion. For the compressor investigated in this dissertation compound lean was investi-
gated in attempting to decrease the tip and end-wall loss.
Gallimore et al. [16] implemented LER and positive dihedral to both the stator and
rotor. The stator loss decreased for all operating points whereas the rotor performed
worse when throttled. Experiments showed that the stator end-wall separation de-
creased significantly whereas the rotor tip loss increased at a near-stall operation point,
see figure 2.20. Ramakrishna and Govardhan [34] showed that stagnation pressure loss
across a rotor decreases once forward swept. The greater decrease was noticed at off
design flow coefficients - at these cases the pressure coefficient near the tip was higher
than that of the unswept rotor.
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design had only hinted at a loss increase in this region and had not
warned of a significant loss increase. A further modification was
made to the 3-D rotor which sought to redistribute this increase in
loading by altering the trailing edge sweep and dihedral. The 3-D
rotor was modified by the addition of tip chord to achieve this
aim: in the modified rotor the trailing edge was approximately a
straight radial line in the meridional view. This blade was tested
and yielded significant performance improvements as shown in
Fig. 12. It is worth noting that the design described in this paper
was done before the design system developments described in the
earlier parts of this paper were fully implemented. More recent
calculations incorporating the improvements to the wall shear
stress and turbulence modelling and using finer meshes have iden-
tified the thicker wakes near the blend point in the tip region of
the 3D rotor, similar to the measurements.
Discussion
The work described in Part I of this paper can be divided into
two basic elements that are required in order to include 3-D blade
designs into engine compressors. The first of these is a 3-D design
toolkit that has been established together with some basic prin-
ciples for designing blades in three dimensions. This was achieved
by low-speed experimental research, closely coupled with the use
of CFD calculations. The research shows that significant improve-
ments can be made to compressor efficiency by using these tech-
niques. For these techniques to be useful in the compressor design
activity it is essential that they can be applied without significantly
extending the time taken to deliver the final design solution. This
leads to the second element of the work in which an integrated
multistage CFD design system was developed. The emphasis for
this part of the work was to allow the designer to re-blade quickly
a multistage compressor and run design and off-design constant
speed characteristics overnight. This was achieved by keeping the
CFD code as fast as possible whilst including important effects
such as shroud leakage and bleed slot flows. To this end, a mixing
length turbulence model was used, although it was modified in a
semi-empirical manner to improve the agreement between predic-
tions and measurements. The use of load sharing software allows
the calculations to be distributed to many different computers.
Each six-stage calculation takes about 6 hours on a Sun Ultra 10
workstation equipped with a 440 MHz RISC processor. This rapid
turnaround and capacity for undertaking many CFD assessments
of design proposals brings the use of multistage CFD into the
preliminary design phase. Standard profile shapes or prescribed
pressure distribution blade profile sections can be generated auto-
matically on the back of a throughflow calculation and these can
be used as a starting point for 3-D blade design studies. Three-
dimensional CFD calculations are not yet good enough to calcu-
late accurately total pressure loss. Two-dimensional blade-to-
blade solvers have been tuned over many years to give accurate
predictions for blade profile sections outside of the endwall
boundary layer regions. Consequently, a good underlying 2-D de-
sign is still necessary to achieve a good overall efficiency target.
!Should the 3-D CFD become accurate enough to assess the im-
pact of blade profile shape changes then this constraint is re-
moved." Currently, however, the 3-D code is used to get a quali-
tative assessment of the endwall flow behavior and 3D stage
Fig. 14 Comparison of measured 2-D and 3-D blade row exit conditions at a near-stall operating point
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of measured 2D and 3D blade row exit conditions at a near-stall
operati g point, Gallimore et al. [16]
2.3 Summary
In this chapter it was shown that the scale of the experimental rig with respect to the
size and positioning of the data acquisition instrumentation is important. For fast,
high accuracy and high resolution data the use of miniature probes with short narrow
connecting tubes, as discussed by Grimshaw and Taylor [23], is essential.
The review of the low Re literature in this ch pter has reveale that the main 2D
loss contribution arises from the laminar separ tion bubble. The main LSB loss factors
re the mixing of the fl w within, the pressure recovery defici after and he blockage
effect of th LSB. A decrease in the loss can be achie d by decr asing the size of
the bubble. A parabolic LE and a forward maximum thickness blad have bee shown
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to be beneficial and are, therefore, implemented on the geometry researched in this
project.
The literature on low Re 3D flow field is limited, therefore a better understanding
of the flow field and its dependency on φ and Re is investigated in chapters 4 and 5.
From the understanding of high Re 3D flow and design methodology in the literature
along with the knowledge accumulated in this dissertation a study of the effect of stator
endwall leading edge re-cambering and stator compound lean was carried in chapter
6. In addition, there is no literature available on how industry standard CFD performs





Predominantly the results discussed in the following chapters are based on experiments
conducted on a newly designed low Re, compact axial compressor rig. The design
procedure and experimental methodology are described in this chapter. A partial CFD
study was carried using Turbostream [4] on the Wilkes high performance GPU cluster
based in the University of Cambridge. Both the experiments and simulations were
based in the Whittle Lab, Cambridge.
3.1 Rig and stage designing
When designing a rig many aspects need to be taken into account.
• For high spatial resolution the size of the measuring instrumentation cannot be
large compared to the working section.
• The time taken for data acquisition should be minimised without compromising
the accuracy of the measurement.
• Tip gap sizes
• Flow inlet conditions
For the Reynold numbers involved with this research and the application mentioned
in chapter 1 to allow for high resolution data small instrumentation has to be used.
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There is an array of hot-wires and multi-hole probe designs that are available for use.
There are hot-wires that can resolve from one to three directions of flow velocity and
multi-hole probes ranging from one to 7 hole probes to analyse the flow direction.
For the scale of the working station and available hot-wires from Dantec-Dynamics
[7], the smallest single wire probe was chosen (55P11). Bigger probes would interfere
with the flow and not provide high enough spatial resolution.
Higher number of hole probes provide a higher number of redundancy to resolve
the flow but decrease the spatial resolution. Also, smaller hole sizes cause an increase
in the settling time between measurements, thus increasing the time needed for an
experimental run. Grimshaw and Taylor [23] developed a technique to decrease the
settling time while keeping the size of a 5-hole probe minimalistic. In addition Vin-
nemeier et al. [51] developed a method to correct for the increased size of the probe
head with respect to the flow features and Hoenen et al. [27] shows how it can be used
to get a more accurate flow profile.
When designing a stage for a particular application various stage parameters need
to be take into account.
• Flow coefficient
• Stage loading coefficient
• Pitch to chord ratio
• Aspect ratio
• Distance between the blade rows
To and Miller [48] studied the effect of aspect ratio on 3D losses for conventional
axial compressors. They showed that in stages with aspect ratio of 1.1 − 1.6, similar
to this research, 2D profile loss is slightly higher than endwall loss with minimum
efficiency drop.
Extensive research was carried by Smith [42] and Van Zante et al. [49] on wake
recovery with blade row axial gap. A big gap with lower blade row interaction will be
less efficient but less loud compared to a small gap. An optimum at one blade axial




A small scale axial compressor was designed and manufactured to investigate the
effect lowRe has on the flow field. For highRe axial compressors maximum efficiency
can be achieved at ψ = 0.5 − 0.6 whereas for lower Re the higher efficiencies can be
achieved at ψ = 0.3 − 0.35, as per Dickens and Day [11] and Maffioli et al. [30]. A
lower stage loading, for a zero swirl inlet, means that there is less turning of the flow
by the blade thus decreasing the pressure rise. Also Maffioli et al. [30] investigated
pitch to chord ratios at low Re and found that a compromise between high wetted area
loss and high separation loss gives an optimum pitch to chord ratio of 1.2.
From Maffioli et al. [30], at low Re, the deviation angle is more uniform for inci-
dence angles between −10◦ and 10◦ at ψ greater than 0.35, compared to ψ less than
0.35 where the deviation increases to more than 15◦ at high incidences. In addition,
flow coefficients lower than 0.5 achieved earlier separation and reattachment, whereas
the highest efficiencies were reached at flow coefficients higher than 0.6. The choice
of φ = 0.55 and ψ = 0.40, see table 3.1, were selected to maximise efficiency and
promote early separation and turbulent reattachment. Since, turbulent boundary lay-
ers have more momentum that laminar, they can cope with the suction-side adverse
pressure gradient and stay attached along a longer part of the surface. A total to total
efficiency of a 2D cross section of 93% was estimated using MISES[53], by Maffioli
et al. [30].













The applications considered in this research have a compressor diameter of the
order of 28mm. To facilitate accurate high resolution experimental measurements,
the compressor was scaled-up for the rig design, by a factor of 5, the final design
parameters being shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Table with stage design parameters
Symbol Value
Design flow coefficient φD 0.55
Design Loading factor ψD 0.40
Reaction Λ 0.79
Rotor chord-wise Reynolds number ReD 6× 104
Absolute inlet Mach number M 0.09
Hub to tip ratio HTR 0.65
Tip Radius rt 67mm
Rotor axial chord cr 9.3mm
Specific speed Ns 1.5
location of maximum thickness 0.2cr
While Re, using equation 3.1, was matched in the scaled design, the Mach number in
the experiment is lower than at full scale, which was M ' 0.7. The Mach number is
lower than 0.3 and as a result the flow could be treated as incompressible, allowing the
use of incompressible analysis. Following Maffioli et al. [30], pitch to chord ratios, 1.2
at midspan, and subsequently blade numbers, 19 rotors and 17 stators, were chosen as a






The rotor and stator blade sections are shown in figure 3.1. Following Maffioli et al.
[30], the sections are forward loaded with maximum thickness at 20% chord, to reduce
2D profile losses at lowRe. Table 3.2 shows the design metal angles, the pitch to chord
ratio and the true chord for the sections of the rotor and stator shown in figure 3.1. The
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rotor midspan section was the closest equivalent to the section discussed in Maffioli
et al. [30] and where the data were compared with. Since the 3D flow features at these
low Re were not known, no 3D design geometry features were initially used for the
design of the rotor and stator.
Table 3.2: Table with blade section parameters
% span χinlet χexit sc ct (mm)
Rotor casing 100 65.5◦ 43.5◦ 0.87 16.5
Rotor mid 50 62.1◦ 33.1◦ 1.2 15.0
Rotor hub 0 57.8◦ 23.8◦ 1.5 14.25
Stator casing 100 39.1◦ 0◦ 1.2 18.8
Stator mid 50 41.4◦ 0◦ 0.97 19.6
Stator hub 0 38.0◦ 0◦ 0.73 20.8
Hub Midspan Casing
Rotor Stator
Figure 3.1: Rotor and Stator blade sections of the test compressor stage
A parabolic leading edge was chosen as per Goodhand and Miller [21], to prevent any
spikes, see figure 2.4, that can lead to separation with no reattachment on the suction
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side, which would increase losses. In addition, a negative incidence (inlet flow angle
lower than the metal angle) for both the rotor and stator was applied at the design point
to decrease pressure loss at off-design conditions, see figure 3.2. Both rotor and stator
sections were centroid-stacked, which provides more structural strength for these small
scale blades.
To minimise the blade rows there are no inlet guide vanes, therefore a zero inlet swirl
was chosen and implemented in the rig. In an effort to achieve a high total to static
efficiency the stage exit tangential velocity had to be minimised therefore at the exit a
zero swirl angle was implemented in the design.
A free vortex design was used to specify the spanwise variation of blade angles such
that r∆Vt and Vx are constant. The free vortex design was chosen to provide a uniform
axial velocity along the span.












Figure 3.2: Pressure loss and deviation angle variation with incidence angle for a front
loaded low Re section, Maffioli et al. [30]
3.1.1 Rotor and stator assembly
The rotor and stator blade numbers are 19 and 17 respectively, as shown in figure 3.3.
Prime numbers were chosen to eliminate any acoustic resonance between the rotor
wake passing frequency and the stator.
The minimum hub diameter of the full scale compressor stage is limited by the outer
diameter of the digital motor driving the rotor. It is housed in the hub of the compressor.
Therefore the hub to tip ration and tip diameter were chosen accordingly to provide the
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required mass flow at the design speed. The rig tip diameter was chosen as 134mm,
a 5 times scale-up of a 26.8mm diameter full scale compressor, and the hub diameter
was 85.6mm. Therefore the hub to tip ratio was 0.65.
  Rotor               Stator 
Tip diameter 130.65mm Tip diameter 134.00mm
19 rotor blades
17 stator blades
Figure 3.3: Rotor and stator CAD designs
The axial distance between the rotor and stator was chosen to be equal to one axial rotor
hub chord, common practice for single stage axial compressors. It’s a compromise
between a large inefficient gap with low flow interaction (quiet) and a small more
efficient gap with high flow interaction (loud). Also, a smaller gap would make it
harder to access and traverse the rotor wake. Extensive research was carried by Smith
[42] and Van Zante et al. [49] on wake recovery with blade row axial gap, which
showed potential efficiency and range benefits for shorter gaps.
The rotor tip gap width was chosen as 2.5% of the rotor span. The smallest tip gap
that can be accurately manufactured and aligned for the full scale rotor is 0.1mm.
Therefore keeping the same scale as the rig, this corresponds to approximately 2.5%
of the rotor span or 4% of the rotor tip true chord. This is a large tip gap compared to
the commercial high Re compressor tip gaps. This corresponds to increased tip vortex
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mixing losses and decreased flow coefficient range, as discussed by Zhang et al. [55]
and Hewkin Smith et al. [26].
3.1.2 Rotor finite element analysis (FEA)
A finite element analysis analysis at the motor’s highest rotational speed, 24000rpm,
was carried out on the rotor. The aluminium alloy AL7075 was chosen to machine the
rotor from. Its high tensile strength, 5.70 × 108, and yield strength, 5.05 × 108, along
with its machinability made it a good candidate. SolidWorks simulations, was used to
conduct an FEA analysis of a rotor section with a cylindrical symmetry constraint and
a rotation speed of 24000rpm, the maximum achievable rotational speed of the rig. A
2mm radius fillet was set at the root of the rotor, scaled from the true size compressor
application. Figure 3.4 shows the boundary conditions and mesh used for the FEA.
The solution to the FEA is shown in figure 3.5(left) (residual absolute displacement)
and figure 3.5(right) (factor of safety). The maximum displacement was found to be
located at the tip region of the rotor. The magnitude was of the order of 1.4 × 10−5m
and the tip clearance absolute value was 4.5 × 10−4m, there is more than an order of
magnitude difference thus the displacement would neither affect the flow nor cause
rubbing.
Under this loading, the regions with the highest stresses are the blade root leading edge
and the root of the blisk. Nevertheless, the minimum factor of safety is above 10, thus
the rotor is safe from yielding at all operating speeds. A simplified hand calculation
was carried, using the centrifugal load of the blade, to find the stress acting on the root
of the blade. This was expected to be a highly loaded part of the blisk. The factor of
safety was calculated at 26, using equation A.1 in Appendix A, further supporting the
conclusion that the rotor will not fail.
The stator does not experience any rotational loads, therefore the yield strength of the
material used was not as important. The Whittle lab 3D printer was used to manufac-
ture the stator introduced in this chapter and all the subsequent chapters, The material
used was an ABS representative by Stratasys.
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Centrifugal loading - 2500 rad/s 
Cylindrical symmetry constraint faces
Direction of rotation
Axial contraint surface
Figure 3.4: Rotor FEA boundary conditions (left) and mesh (right) applied to AL7075
3.1.3 Inlet
The axial length of the inlet duct was designed to be one casing circumference long
with an elliptical bell-mouth. This length was chosen as a compromise between a long
inlet with high boundary layer blockages and a short intake that affects the rotor inlet
flow. A 10mm pitch and 50mm width honeycomb was used between the bell-mouth
and the duct. This eliminated any non axial flow that formed in the bell mouth. The
bell-mouth has a 1 : 1.5 elliptic shape. The duct radius is equal to the ellipse minor
































(a) Test rig illustrating the proximity of the
pressure scanner to the 5-hole probe
(b) The 5-hole probe positioned at rotor inlet
(station 1)




The main instrumentation used for the data logging are as follows:
• NIDAQ PCIE-6323 and BNC-2110, by National Instruments, for data acquisi-
tion and analogue to digital conversion.
• DSA3217, by Scanivalve, for pressure analogue to digital processing, with an
accuracy of 0.20% on the full range of 2500Pa, as stated by the manufacturer
calibration.
• FCO332, by Furness Controls, 150Pa range with an accuracy of 0.25% on the
reading.
• Miniature 1mm head diameter 5-hole probe, made in-house, for pressure and
angle profiling, Grimshaw and Taylor [23].
• Dantec Miniature straight wire probe (55P11) with a straight Support (55H20),
for unsteady rotor exit traverses, Dantec-Dynamics [7].
• StreamLine signal amplifying system (90CN10/C10), for hot-wire probe signal
amplification.
3.1.5 Traverse
A rotary table, see figure 3.8, was used to rotate the casing and is responsible for the
circumferential traversing of the 5-hole probe and the hot-wire. A motorised slider,
see figure 3.7, was used for the radial traversing of the probes. Both were controlled
remotely via the data-logger software. The casing is supported by 3 PTFE cylinders


















The flow coefficient was controlled using a variable area motorised throttle, figure
3.6a, at the stage exit and the operating Re of the rig was adjusted through setting the
rotational speed. The rotational speed was remotely set from the data logger onto the
motor power supply. Since the flow conditions vary with ambient conditions, the flow
coefficient thus the flow speed was not calibrated against a throttle position. Instead an
inlet 5-hole probe radial traverse was conducted to calculate the operating point after
altering the location of the throttle.
For Design and Near stall flow coefficients, the traverse was repeated after a change
in the throttle position, until the flow coefficient calculated was within 2 significant
figures of the desired value. Area traverses using a 5-hole probe were performed at
























5-hole probe traverse locations
Figure 3.9: Rig schematic (not to scale) showing traverse locations
To find out the operating range of the rig at ReD = 60, 000 a simple test was car-
ried out. The complete range of the throttle was split into 1000 linearly spaced steps.
The midspan and mid-passage stator exit static pressure was recorded using the 5-hole
probe along with the duct static and stagnation pressure. The static pressure rise was
calculated using equation 3.2 and plotted on figure 3.10. The flow coefficient plotted
in figure 3.10 was calculated using equation 3.3. This neglects any blockage effects
due to the duct boundary layers for simplicity, thus the calculated flow coefficient is
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higher than the true one. For all other flow coefficient calculations to follow, the rotor

























Two regions of stall can be observed after the maximum pressure rise peak. Following
Day [8] “Stall 1” is expected to be a part span (tip) stall cell and “Stall 2” a full span
stall. However, the post-stall behaviour was not in the scope of this research. In the
following sections detailed traverse results are presented at the Design and the Near
Stall flow coefficient, which is the last continuously stable operating point.
3.2.1 5-hole probe traverses
The flow at the rotor inlet, exit and stator exit was measured using a miniature 5-hole
probe, see figure 3.6b, with an outer diameter of 4.4% of blade span. The probe was in
the presence of large pressure gradients, for example see figure 3.11. Due to the probe
relative size to the flow gradient a probe geometry correction calculation was adapted
to account for the relative location of the probe bores, both in the circumferential and
radial direction. The method used is introduced by Vinnemeier et al. [51] and used by

















Figure 3.10: Measured static pressure rise characteristic at ReD, showing φD and φNS
The traditional method of calculating the flow parameters at position ”n”, all five hole
pressures would be used to calculate them. Since the flow gradient is comparable to
the probe size, it would be more appropriate to use hole 4 pressure from position ”n-1”
and hole 2 pressure from position ”n+1”. Therefore using the knowledge of the probe
hole locations with respect to the flow, the correct pressure can be interpolated from
the traverse map. This process is used both in the circumferential and radial direction.
For the outermost points of the traverse map as in figure 3.11(left), since there is no
recording of hole 4 pressure at location ”n-2” then the pressure at location ”n-1” was
used. This was deemed acceptable as the gradients at the chosen outliers were low.
The miniature 5-hole probe was connected to the 16-channel pressure scanner that was
mounted in close proximity with 300mm of 0.4mm inner diameter tubes, following
Grimshaw and Taylor [23] and as shown in figure 3.6a. Due to the narrow hypodermic
tubes used in the probe head, 0.185mm inner diameter, the friction forces are high and
the velocity of the signal is low. Therefore short and small diameter tubes were used
to allow for a smaller settling volume downstream of the probe head. This decreases
settling time, as it takes less time for the pressure transducer to equalise between read-
ings. By taking a continuous reading of the pressure from the centre hole of the 5-hole
probe for 10 seconds, the settling time was chosen at 1.3s where the pressure was
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Figure 3.11: Traversing of a five-hole probe in a gradient field, Hoenen et al. [27]
within 0.5% from the pressure at the 10th second.
The probe was calibrated following Dominy and Hodson [13] to give a calibration
map with a wide range, pitch (±25◦) and yaw (±35◦) with a resolution of 1◦. The








Figure 3.12: Probe hole allocation
The probe hole orientation is depicted in figure 3.12. The probe was calibrated using
the Whittle Laboratory high speed calibration tunnel at a range of flow speeds, from
10 m/s to 60 m/s. Figure 3.13 shows the calibration map at a speed of 30 m/s. A line
of best fit (spline) interpolation was used to extract the corresponding maps.
CP0 =
P0 − Pcn
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Figure 3.13: 5-hole Probe calibration map at a speed of 30 m/s
The probe was mounted at an angle of 0◦, 40◦ and 15◦ at stations 1, 2 and 3, respec-
tively. This was done to position the probe closer to the expected mean flow angle, to
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stay within the previously stated calibration. A feeler gauge was used to set the probe
head 0.05mm from the hub, allowing a significant portion of the hub boundary layer
flow to be captured.
At all three traverse stations there were 32 radial points with endwall clustering. At
the rotor exit and stator exit, there were 16 and 32 circumferential points covering one
stator pitch, with the wake centralised. Figure 3.14 shows the rotor exit and stator exit
traverse mesh. The 512 rotor exit points were not clustered in the pitchwise direc-
tion, whereas the 1024 points covering the stator exit were pitchwise clustered in the
expected wake region, at least 8 pitchwise points in the wake. This was achieved by
initially traversing with a coarser traverse mesh to locate the wake, and then using a
finer mesh, with clustering at the wake location, for the final traverse.
Since the 5-hole probe is a steady measurement device, the rotating wake of the rotor
cannot be captured. The 5-hole probe measures the time averaged pressure at the rotor
exit. The stator static pressure field propagates upstream of the stator into the rotor exit
traverse region. Therefore, a coarse area traverse at the rotor exit can capture it and a
pitchwise average can the be taken to calculate the rotor performance.
On the other hand at the exit of the stator the fine mesh is needed to capture the blade
wake. The fast settling time of the probe allows a full traverse of one point on the
characteristic in approximately 1 hour.




A Dantec Miniature straight wire probe (55P11) with a straight Support (55H20) con-
nected to the StreamLine signal amplifying system (90CN10/C10) was used to tra-
verse the rotor exit plane. The hot-wire sensor was calibrated in-situ using a 4th-
order polynomial to correlate the measured hot-wire voltage to the velocity measured
by the 5-hole probe, see figure 3.16. The hot-wire was sampled at a frequency of
200kHz for 4 seconds, this corresponds to approximately 280 readings per rotor pitch
at Re = 60, 000. For each hot-wire traverse, the method of least squares was used on
the ensemble averages, see figure ??. A once per revolution signal was used to trigger
the sampling and locate each blade passing for the ensemble averaging process.














Figure 3.15: Hot-wire raw (left) and ensemble averaged (right) midspan meridional ve-
locity across 2 pitches
A single straight wire probe has a typical response to yaw angle as depicted in figure
3.17. Hence, by rotating the probe at known yaw angles and recording the velocity the
response of the probe can be recorded. Then by interpolating through the curve for the
maximum velocity, the flow meridional velocity and yaw angle can be calculated.
From the design of the stage it was known that the mean flow angle at the exit of the
rotor would average at about 40◦. The bracket in charge of holding the probe was











Figure 3.16: Hot-wire calibration curve







Figure 3.17: Hot-wire response curve to yaw angle
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Figure 3.18: Hot-wire probe support with 9 yaw angle locations
3.2.3 Error analysis
This thesis involves measuring low flow velocities at the lower Re. The DSA3217
quoted accuracy, 0.20% on 2500Pa, was not high enough to guaranty the accuracy of
the measurements. The FCO332 pressure transducer, 150Pa range with an accuracy
of 0.25% on the reading, was used to calibrate the DSA3217 at the low pressure range.
Figure 3.19 show the experimental pressure along with the line of best fit. An error
of 0.66% gain was calculated. The error was low enough to allow the DSA3217 to
be used to measure at this low pressure region. In addition, an error analysis of the
repeatability of the experiments was carried out giving a maximum of 4% difference
between the expected and experimentally calculated value. For example, using figure
5.9 and equation 3.8 the trend line equivalent value does not differ by more than 4%
from the experimental value.
Percentage differernce =














Figure 3.19: DSA3217 measured pressure versus FCO332 measured pressure
3.3 Computational methods
This section provides a description of the setup and techniques used for the numerical
part of this thesis.
3.3.1 Computational solver set-up
The single stage compressor was modelled by meshing a single passage using Auto-
grid5, NUMECA [32]. There are 100 spanwise mesh points, of which 17 are in the tip
gap. A minimum wall cell width was set at 5× 10−6m to ensure y+ < 5 for the use of
the “Spalart-Allmaras” turbulence model, Spalart and Allmaras [43], along with “wall
function” treatment at the surfaces. The total mesh comprises of 1.2 million cells.
The domain extends 1.5cr upstream of the rotor leading edge to 3.5cr downstream of
the stator trailing edge, see figure 3.20. The rotor nose cone has not been simulated
to simplify the geometry and decrease the mesh size to be simulated, because after the
initial rotor inlet traverses it was found that the nose cone had no significant effect on
the inlet flow field. From the experiments it was found that the effect of the nose cone
is negligible. A spanwise uniform stagnation pressure of 101, 875Pa, a temperature of
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293.5K and 0◦ swirl were set as the inlet boundary conditions. A static pressure with
simple radial equilibrium was set at exit to fix the operating point. The static pressure
at the exit would then be increased in stages to reach the Design, Near Stall and
lowest fully converge flow coefficient. The blade-to-blade mesh at midspan is depicted





















Figure 3.20: CFD domain
Fully turbulent 3D RANS simulations were conducted using Turbostream 3.14, Brand-
vik and Pullan [4]. The flow at the investigated Re is transitional, a flow characteristic
that is not expected to be captured when run fully turbulent. Turbostream has been val-
idated for various turbomachinery applications, with Re > 105, such as Pullan et al.
[33], Taylor and Miller [47], Grimshaw et al. [24], Gunn and Hall [25].
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Figure 3.22: Rotor blade surface and tip gap mesh
3.3.2 Computational investigation parameters
Turbomachinery industry relies greatly on steady RANS simulations for their design
process. Part of the reason is its time and cost effectiveness versus LES and DNS and
partly the confidence after validation it provides makes it a valuable tool. Therefore
steady RANS was chosen for the simulations in this research. However, the Re inves-
tigated in this research is outside the range of most common turbomachinery applica-
tions, thus there has been no validation. Also, at this low Re the flow is transitional.
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The available options in current CFD solvers are: using transition models (not avail-
able in Turbostream), fully turbulent flow with partial laminar patches or running fully
turbulent without using laminar patches.
Transition models are still not very reliable, hence it was decided to not use any. The
location of transition in the flow at this unfamiliar Re is not well understood, therefore
running fully turbulent steady RANS was chosen. Allowing in the future to introduce
laminar patches once the flow field is better understood would be a way to improve
the simulations. However, in this thesis emphasis was given to what aspect of the flow
fully turbulent steady RANS could and could not calculate, giving designers a more
informed view of the limitations of the CFD when designing at this low Re.
The parameters investigated in the CFD are listed below:
• Rotor tip clearance: The rotor tip clearance sizes that were investigated were,
0.10%, 0.50%, 0.75%, 0.1.25%, 1.5%, 1.50%, 2.00%, 3.00% and 5.00%, of span
across the whole range of flow coefficient. The mesh distribution was kept the
same with 17 radial points in the tip gap.
• Reynolds number: The Re was controlled with the rotational speed as in the
experiments and the values investigated where, 20, 000, 30, 000, 40, 000, 60, 000,
80, 000, 100, 000 and 120, 000, across the whole range of flow coefficient. The
Mach number was matched with the experiments.
• Flow coefficient: The φwas controlled by changing the stator exit static pressure
to match a designated mass flow.
• 3D Geometry: There were two stages of stator re-designs, stator endwall lead-
ing edge metal angle re-cambering and stator compound lean to decrease endwall
losses. Across the whole range of flow coefficient.
3.3.3 Convergence
All simulations were run for 200, 000 iterations and are considered converged if both
of the following have been achieved, as shown in figure 3.23:
• Residuals have decreased by at least 2 orders of magnitude (DAVG).
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• For the last 20, 000 iterations the inlet and exit mass flows have not changed by
more than 2%
Then, the parameters are averaged over the last 20, 000 time steps and used in the





























































Figure 3.23: Convergence plots of a converged simulation
3.4 Post-processing
Paraview and MATLAB scripts where used to process the data from the experiments
and the simulations. The 1D and 2D results plotted in the figures on the following
chapters were calculated using incompressible mass weighted averaging, as in equation
3.9. All of the contour plots, figure 4.5 for example, used threshold values to remove
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outliers and for better visibility of the flow features. The same averaging methods were
used on the experimental traverse data as well. The stagnation pressure loss across the
rotor was calculated using equation 3.11. Finally, the rotor and stator loss breakdown























Rotor loss casing, mid, hub ∼= [w ×
0.5(W 21 Yp,rotor)
Vt2U2
]casing, mid, hub (3.12)
Stator loss casing, mid, hub ∼= [w ×
0.5(V 22 Yp,stator)
Vt2U2
]casing, mid, hub (3.13)
3.5 Summary
This chapter has provided an experimental methodology for measuring the 3D flow
field within a low Reynolds number axial compressor. The design of the test facility
has been discussed and a summary of the key instrumentation, working sections and
measurement locations have been provided. Additionally, the chapter provides details






Low Reynolds Number Axial
Compressor Flow Field
This chapter focuses on three areas. First, it looks at understanding the loss sources
of a low Re axial compressor stage, both at Design and Near Stall, using 5-hole
probe and hot-wire traverses. Second, it quantifies the loss breakdown between the
blade hub, mid and tip regions for both the rotor and stator at low Re, along with the
loss breakdown as the operating point is changed from Design to Near Stall. Third,
this chapter focuses on recognising the capabilities and limitations of industry-standard
fully turbulent RANS, at low Re.
The compressor aerodynamic performance and flow field atReD = 6×104, atDesign
flow coefficient, φD = 0.55, and Near Stall flow coefficient φNS = 0.50 are pre-
sented.
4.1 Comparison to design intent
Pitchwise mass weighed averaged rotor and stator properties are presented here. The
measured flow field is compared with the design intent. Figure 4.1(left) shows the
spanwise axial velocity distribution at the rotor inlet, rotor and stator exit using 5-
hole data. At rotor exit, there is both a hub and casing velocity deficit, approximately
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20% of the span, characteristic of a corner separation and a tip clearance vortex core,
respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Spanwise, pitch-averaged, distribution of non-dimensional axial velocity, an-
gular momentum and static pressure at ReD and φD
The region of velocity deficit is classified as the region of the span where the velocity
is lower than the average velocity at that station. The deceleration of the high entropy
endwall boundary layer when it interacts with the rotor suction side causes a three-
dimensional separation which increases the rotor loss, as discussed in Denton [9]. The
difference in velocity of the spilling fluid from the pressure side to the suction side
creates the swirling flow. The mixing of the two flows causes the tip clearance vortex
loss which is classified as a 3D flow loss, as discussed in Denton [9].
At the stator exit, the endwall velocity deficit covers approximately 30% of the span,
both at the hub and casing region. Even though the velocity deficit covers a larger
proportion of the span, the deviation from the mean velocity is smaller. This is an
indication of corner separations, larger than the rotor but of lower intensity. At this
point it is not clear whether the 2D or 3D flow features are more dominant. In the
angular momentum distribution at rotor exit, 4.1(mid), the midspan region follows the
free vortex design, as designed. Whereas the tip and hub regions are more highly
loaded, thus an indication of a high loss region.
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The stator exit angular momentum shows that there is swirl at the exit of the stator.
Any swirl must arise from a separated stator suction surface, which in turn incur pres-
sure loss along the span. From the research conducted by Maffioli et al. [30] expected
response of a low Re aerofoil design at these flow conditions there should be approxi-
mately 10◦ of flow deviation.
The 0.79 reaction designed for the stage, as in table 3.1, was achieved as the midspan
static pressure rise in the stator is approximately 20% of the stage pressure rise. The
swirling flow at the stator inlet causes a subsequent spanwise pressure gradient at the
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Figure 4.2: Measured spanwise incidence and deviation distributions for the rotor and
stator at Design (D) and Near Stall (NS) for ReD
Figure 4.2 shows the incidence and deviation angles at two flow coefficients, the in-
tendant incidence angle form MISES and the expected deviation using Carter’s rule.
The rotor and stator were designed with negative incidence at design conditions. Due
to the induced up-wash effect at the leading edge, the measured rotor incidence and
“design intent” do not match-up. The deviation at the rotor exit is close to 10◦ for 70%
of the span, with over turning at the hub due to the rotating end wall and under-turning
at the tip region due to the tip vortex flow. Following Carter’s rule, as in Corralejo
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and Harley [6] using equation 4.1, the deviation “design intent” for both the rotor and
stator is approximately 10◦, which matches the experimental results.
δCARTER =
(0.23 + 0, 002β2)∆χ
σ0.5
(4.1)
The highly positive incidence angles at the stator hub and casing are a result of the the
axial velocity deficits in those regions, which lead to high tangential velocities. Similar
to the rotor, the deviation in the stator is close to 10◦ across the midspan and higher at
the endwalls due to the highly incident endwall flow at the inlet. The highly positive,
greater than 5◦, incidence at the stator endwall regions are more prone to separate and
not reattach, leading to high deviations and losses, as discussed in Maffioli et al. [30].
As expected the absolute flow angle distribution at stator inlet is not as designed due
to the rotor 3D flow features. The effect of designing the stator inlet angles to better
match the incident flow is discussed in chapter 6.
The stage and rotor total to total efficiency was calculated, from traverse data, using
equations 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The flow is assumed incompressible and that there
is no inlet swirl. Figure 4.3 shows a decrease of both efficiencies as the flow coefficient
is decreased from Design. The 2D blade efficiency expected of 93% is higher than
the experiment’s rotor efficiency. This difference is accounted for in the extra loss
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Figure 4.3: Measured total to total efficiency characteristic at ReD
4.2 Rotor flow features
By using the CFD calculations and hot-wire traverses, the rotor exit flow field can be
visualised.
With the aid of Paraview, a flow simulation post-processing tool, the rotor tip leakage
flow can be visualised. Figure 4.4 depicts flow streamlines along an entropy iso-surface
with non-dimensionalised velocity contours for Design and Near Stall. The vortex
folds over the tip close to the leading edge and that location moves upstream closer
to the leading edge at the lower flow coefficient. Also off design the angle at which
the vortex passes through the passage with respect to the blade stager increases. And
finally, the vortex core increases in size off design.
The rotor exit flow angle and velocity contours were obtained, as described in subsec-
tion 3.2.2 and presented in figures 4.5 and 4.6. There are three distinct flow features
that can be identified in the rotor flow field. The rotor tip leakage vortex, the rotor
hub corner separation and the 2D profile loss due to separation near the trailing edge.
The velocity deficit and high flow angle for all three features is a indication of the loss
associated with them. At Near Stall the features increase in both size and magnitude.
The loss impact is further discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.4: Computed, steady RANS, VVx streamlines for the rotor tip leakage vortex,ReD
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Figure 4.5: Absolute flow angle contours at the rotor exit at Design and Near Stall
(hot-wire)








Figure 4.6: Non-dimensionalised meridional velocity contours at the rotor exit at Design
and Near Stall (hot-wire)
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4.3 Rotor and stator loss breakdown
Figure 4.7 shows a breakdown of the rotor and stator stagnation pressure loss at
Design and Near Stall, depicted as percentage of lost work. Equations 3.12 and
3.13 were used to calculate the loss breakdown. The blade rows were split into cas-
ing, mid and hub regions. The three regions were divided by a 1-2-1 mass flow ratio,
respectively. The rotor casing loss is approximately 3 times larger than either of the
two other regions, individually. The stator hub loss increases by 10% and the casing
by 15%, whereas the rotor midspan increases by 50%. The spanwise variation of rotor













Figure 4.7: Design Re stage loss breakdown at Design and Near Stall flow coefficients
4.3.1 Rotor loss analysis
The tip loss is primarily a result of the flow mixing due to the tip vortex, as discussed
in Denton [9]. High tip losses are typical in compact compressor stages due to the rela-
tively large tip clearance effects. The midspan loss is comparable with the levels of 2D
profile loss calculated by Maffioli et al. [30] for similar blade sections. Figure 4.8 also
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shows that the rotor loss increases Near Stall. The midspan region increase is related
to the increase rotor deviation from figure 4.2. The increased deviation increases the
exit flow angle thus decreasing turning and pressure rise, as in figure 4.1. Also, the
increased deviation indicates that the blade turbulent separation is larger, thus the en-
tropy generation in the shear layer is higher. Both, contribute to an increased stagnation
pressure loss.







Figure 4.8: Rotor stagnation pressure loss distribution at ReD for φD, φNS and from
Maffioli et al. [30]
Since the tip gap is 4%ct, which is large compared to traditional highRe axial compres-
sors, the momentum leakage causes a large leakage jet, as discussed in Hewkin Smith
et al. [26]. The tangentially flowing jet mixes with the suction side flow causing the
flow both to have a low axial velocity and a high flow angle as depicted in figures 4.5
and 4.6.
The mixing of the tangential flow accounts for the high tip region loss, from figure 4.8.
At a lower flow coefficient the passage velocity is lower and the boundary layer at the
inlet of the rotor tip region is larger. Therefore the tip leakage vortex is stronger, since
the flow angle is even higher and thus the mixing loss generated is higher, as discussed
in Denton [9].
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The 2D profile loss across the midspan is caused by the partly separated suction side.
The decrease velocity in the wake of the rotor causes a larger flow angle which accounts
for the higher deviation depicted in figure 4.2. At lower φ the incidence on the rotor
is higher, figure 4.2, thus there is a larger separated region on the suction side. This in
turn, increases the amount of low momentum flow, deviation and finally the midspan
loss.
The rotor hub loss arises from the suction side corner separation. The boundary layer
is separated and there is an open separation between the suction side and the endwall,
as in Taylor and Miller [47]. This causes an axial velocity deficit and a high flow angle
in the separated region. As the φ decreases and the incidence increases, the size of the
separation increases, primarily in the spanwise direction.
4.3.2 Stator loss analysis
Looking at the stator stagnation pressure field at Design, figure 4.9 (left), the loss
is split between the endwall 3D corner separation and the wake 2D profile loss. The
midspan suction side turbulent separation is mostly responsible for the midspan loss.
Whereas, at the endwalls, mainly the hub region, the incidence is highly positive thus
the separation is more likely to be laminar. The laminar endwall separation is more
lossy than a turbulent endwall separation as discussed in Maffioli et al. [30]. If a
laminar boundary layer separates and does not reattach after transitioning to turbulent,
the boundary layer and wake will be very large compared to a turbulent boundary later
separating some time after it transitions. The flow would not have been turned to the
required angle and the pressure rise would be less, thus the blade would under-perform.
Off-design, the stator pressure deficit increases in the wake, but the loss core due to
the stator corner separation increases even more. The casing separation becomes much
more evident at the lower flow coefficients. This is a consequence of the large positive
incidence on the stator endwall regions and the overturning of the low momentum fluid.
The effect of suppressing the 3D flow features of the low Re stator is investigated
in chapter 6. The stator was chosen instead of the rotor due to the fast prototyping
facilities available for experimentally investigating new designs. Future work into the
designs could use endwall velocity triangle design by Auchoybur and Miller [1] or
compound lean to decrease end wall loading.
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Figure 4.9: Measured stagnation pressure deficit across the stator at ReD at Design and
Near Stall
4.4 Rotor post stall performance
Rotor exit hot-wire traverses were also conducted at a lower flow coefficient to evaluate
the loss profile. The flow coefficient is referred to as Post Stall and its value was
φPS = 0.475, see figures from 4.11 to 4.13. The increase of rotor tip region velocity
deficit and flow angle at Post Stall is higher than that at Near Stall.
30 40 50 60 70 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Figure 4.10: Flow angle and velocity contours at the rotor exit at Post Stall (hot-wire)
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Figure 4.11(left) indicates that the velocity deficit near the tip is 3 times larger at Post
Stall. This deficit arises from the tip leakage core, the wake of the tip region of the
blade and casing region of mid-passage, from figure 4.10(left).
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Figure 4.11: Spanwise distribution of non-dimensionalised meridional velocity and devi-
ation at the rotor exit for Design, Near Stall and Post Stall (hot-wire)
The core starts to blend in with the rotor wake at 5% span and at 10% span the wake
dis similar toNS, see figure 4.12. In the midspan and higher region the wake increases
and starts to blend with the mid-passage flow showing a shift in the loss profile, see
figure 4.13.
Also, comparing the distribution of the deficit along the span of the blade, see figure
4.11, the maximum deficit region switched from the hub region, at Near Stall, to the
tip region, at Post Stall. This is an indication that the rotor tip region has at a part
span stall cell causing the compressor to stall and loose performance, as discussed in
Day [8].
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Figure 4.12: Pitchwise meridional velocity at rotor exit, hub region (hot-wire)
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Figure 4.13: Pitchwise meridional velocity at rotor exit, midspan region (hot-wire)
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4.5 CFD capabilities and limitations
In this section, the capabilities and limitations of using steady fully turbulent RANS
CFD (with the Spalart Allmaras turbulence model) as a design tool for Low Re, with
transition flow compressors are investigated.











Figure 4.14: Spanwise, pitch-averaged, distribution of non-dimensional axial velocity,
angular momentum and static pressure at ReD and φD
As shown in figure 4.14, at ReD and φD the angular momentum and static pressure
distributions are captured well by CFD. However, in the axial velocity plots, the flow in
the hub and tip regions lead to significant differences between the CFD and experiment.
The CFD calculated boundary layer exiting the rotor is four times smaller than that of
the experimental measurements. Whereas, at the stator exit it is 50% larger, indicating
there is more transition flow in the rotor hub than the stator hub causing this mismatch.
The reason CFD rotor exit hub region mismatches the experiments is because the CFD
does not capture the rotor endwall corner separation present in figure 4.6 but not in
figure 4.15. On the other hand the wake increase in width and depth is captured.
The stator loss distribution is poorly captured at off-design conditions, see figure 4.9
compared with figure 4.16. The stator corner separation is larger in CFD than the
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Figure 4.15: Computed rotor exit non-dimensional meridional velocity at ReD
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Figure 4.16: Computed stator exit stagnation pressure at ReD
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experiments towards stall, and the separation extends across most of the passage. Tay-
lor and Miller [47] also came across this large corner separation at high Re. This is
a consequence of the high sensitivity of the CFD on the stator inlet incidence angle.
Therefore, this mismatch is not a consequence of the low Re.
Despite the endwall flow dissimilarity, the midspan performance at designRe and flow
coefficient can be used by designers looking to make blade alterations.
4.6 Summary
For the first time, the flow of a low Re axial compressor has been experimentally
investigated in detail. In this chapter, focusing on a Re = 6 × 104, the rotor hot-wire
and stator 5-hole probe traverses show that the flow field at low Re is similar to that
would be expected at high Re. The compressor blades are not completely separated
and behave close to design intent. For the rotor most of the loss is concentrated in
the casing region, whereas for the stator the loss is split between the endwalls and the
midspan. At lower flow coefficients the rotor midspan and casing loss increase more
than the hub region. However, for the stator, the loss increases more in the hub region
due to a 3D separation.
Steady fully turbulent RANS CFD can capture the overall spanwise variations in pres-
sure and velocity, but not the endwall flow or the loss levels. The absence of transi-
tion modelling causes an under estimate of the rotor exit boundary layer displacement
thickness by approximately 4 times.
The stator hub endwall flow is sensitive to the inlet incidence angle at low Re, similar
to what was observed in the literature at high Re, making it hard to optimise the design
in that region. At lowRe, CFD should be used with caution for guiding the design, and




Reynolds Number Effects on Axial
Compressor Flow Field
The previous chapter focused on the compressor stage flow features and their impact on
performance at design Re. This chapter aims to explore the effect Re has on the flow
features and quantify their impact for both Design and Near Stall flow coefficients.
Higher and lower Re were investigated and the development of the loss breakdown
was quantified for Re = 104 to Re = 105. Finally distinguishing the capabilities and
limitations of industry standard fully turbulent RANS, were investigated for this range
of low Re.
5.1 Rotor and stator flow features
The Re of the compressor was set by changing the rotational speed of the rig. Then,
the φ at rotor inlet was set by moving the exit throttle position. The rotor inlet was then
traversed to verify that the flow coefficient and incidence angle distribution along the
span was the same at all Re, see figure 5.1(left).
A decrease in Re while keeping the rotor incidence angle, and flow coefficient, con-
stant corresponds to a decrease in the speed of the flow over the blade surface, as
discussed in Schlichting [40]. The boundary layer will remain laminar for a longer
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Figure 5.1: Measured spanwise distribution of incidence and deviation at φD
portion of the blade surface and thicken up. Hence, once the lower momentum bound-
ary layer separates, due to the adverse pressure gradient on the blade suction side, it
will either reattach further down the surface or not reattach at all. Therefore for the
same flow coefficient a wider wake and higher deviation is expected. Even though the
incidence at all Re is the same up the span, the velocity and chord is lower going up
the span therefore the upper half of the span is more prone to separate and not reattach
than the rest of the blade.
Increasing Re from 6×104 to 10×104 decreases the rotor midspan deviation angle by
2◦, as seen in figure 5.1. When the Re is decreased to 2 × 104, the midspan deviation
decreases as well by 2◦, whereas the deviation at the hub region increases by about
4◦. At the higher Re the boundary layer has higher momentum and stays attached
longer on the rotor suction side, hence decreasing the deviation. At the lower Re the
deviation was expected to increase in the midspan, as discussed above. Therefore,
there is a secondary flow feature at the endwalls causing this decrease in deviation.
As the rotor deviation increases the stator incidence increases, see figure 5.1. The
stator incidence angle increase is higher at the endwalls. Despite the fact that the
incidence at the endwalls is greater than 10◦ the stator manages to keep the deviation
increase to approximately 4◦. Therefore the stator is not very sensitive to inlet changes.
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Further investigation was carried on redesigning the stator to decrease its sensitivity
and increasing its performance in chapter 6.
Since there is no major flow difference between ReD and the higher Re, emphasis is
given to the flow at Re lower than 6× 104 and the following sections look into them in
more depth.
5.1.1 Rotor flow features
Figures 5.2 and 5.3, show the absolute exit flow angle and meridional velocity at the
exit of the rotor at two different Re and two different flow coefficients. Hot-wire
traverses were used to calculate the data.
At Design, a decrease in Re, causes the hub endwall corner separation and tip vortex
core to increase. The midspan wake no longer has a uniform width along the span. The
width decreases at the lower midspan region and increases at the region close to the
tip. The tip region wake and tip leakage vortex are distinguishable from one another.
The shorter chord at the tip region makes the local Re to be smaller than the rest of the
blade, making it prone to larger separations. It is possible that the laminar separation
bubble has not reattached causing this large wake at the exit of the rotor.
At Near Stall and at a decreased Re, the hub separation is larger than all other cases
in figures 5.2 and 5.3. The tip leakage vortex and the tip region wake are no longer
distinct features. The large regions of velocity deficit in the tip and hub region, see
figure 5.3, cause a flow redistribution which increases the velocities in the midspan
region.
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Figure 5.2: Hot-wire absolute flow angle measurements at rotor exit (hot-wire)
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Figure 5.3: Hot-wire meridional velocity measurements at rotor exit (hot-wire)
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5.2 Rotor and stator loss breakdown
The loss across the stage was divided into hub, midspan and casing regions at a mass
flow ratio of 1 : 2 : 1 for the range of Re investigated using equations 3.12 and 3.13.
Figure 5.4 shows the loss breakdown for Re = 2× 104 and Re = 6× 104.
The stator and rotor loss increases by 20% and 50%, respectively, with a decrease in
Re. The stator loss increase is shared between the casing, 65% increase, and midspan
regions, 30% increase.
The rotor loss increase is across all three regions, with the largest increase in the rotor
hub. The hub loss is 2.5 times larger at Re = 2 × 104 compared to Re = 6 × 104.
Whereas the midspan loss increases by 50% and the casing loss by 20%.
Re = 2 x 10
4












Figure 5.4: Stage loss breakdown across Re
5.2.1 Rotor loss analysis
The behaviour of the rotor spanwise velocity distribution, atRe = 2×104, with respect
to decreasing the flow coefficient is different than that of the design Re, see figure 5.5.
At design flow coefficient the hub corner separation extends to twice the span, from
10% to 20%, with 10% higher velocity deficit.
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Figure 5.5: Spanwise meridional velocity at the rotor exit (hot-wire)
The midspan region has a reverse distribution between the two Re, the lower Re has
higher velocity near the hub whereas the higher Re has lower velocity near the hub.
The lower Re endwall flow features cause a large blockage and flow gets redistributed
towards the lower part of the midspan, increasing the velocity and decreasing the de-
viation and loss in that region.
The blade wake and hub corner separation are two distinct features at Design, see
figure 5.6. The size of the the corner separation at Re = 2 × 104 is large both in
the pitchwise direction and spanwise direction. At the 40% span region the wake is
slightly wider and deeper at the lower Re, see figure 5.7 At 50% span the width and
depth starts increasing, showing an increase in the separation.
At Near Stall the velocity distribution at ReD decreases uniformly by approximately
10%, whereas at the lower Re the endwall velocity decreases by 20% and the midspan
by 5%. Both the rotor tip region separated flow and the hub corner separation increased
in size pushing more flow towards the midspan. From the pitchwise distribution, figure
5.6, at ReD the hub region wake and corner separation start blending with each-other
and at the lower Re the corner increases to 50% of the span making the wake indistin-
guishable. Whereas at the 40% span there is almost no change and at the 50% span a
small increase in the depth of the velocity deficit.
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Figure 5.6: Pitchwise meridional velocity at the rotor exit (hot-wire)
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Figure 5.7: Pitchwise meridional velocity at the rotor exit (hot-wire)
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The low Re velocity deficit distribution increases a small amount at the lower flow co-
efficient. On the other hand, the mid to tip region of ReD decreases by 20% indicating
a tip region stall. The low Re case could already be stalled, in the tip region, even at
design and as the flow coefficient is decrease the stall cell increases to a bigger part of
the span.
5.2.2 Stator loss analysis
The stator loss increases at lower Re. The increase is primarily concentrated at the
endwalls, as in figure 5.8. The highly positive stator hub region incidence at the low
Re, causes a higher stator corner separation and the core is further away from the hub.
As seen from figure 5.4 the increase in the hub corner separation does not increase the
hub region loss. It its likely that the loss associated with that region has translated in
the midspan region.
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Figure 5.8: Measured stagnation pressure deficit across the stator at 2 different Re
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5.3 Loss across Reynolds number
Decreasing the Reynolds number in experiments, increases the total loss in both the
rotor and stator see figure 5.9. In general, the loss in the rotor is higher than the stator
loss, see figure 5.10. The loss in the rotor increases at a greater rate at low Re than loss
in the stator. This is due to the growth of the rotor hub and casing flow features. From
figures 5.10 and 5.11 it is evident that the rotor 3D losses dominate the 2D losses. The
“critical Re” at which the rotor loss starts to increase at an exponential rate is around
Re = 4× 104.
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Figure 5.9: Measured and computed variation of blade row stagnation pressure loss with
Re
The stagnation pressure loss along the span of the rotor for three differentRe is plotted
in figure 5.11. Increasing the Re from design, the midspan and hub region losses de-
crease, by approximately 30%, while the tip region loss stays unchanged. Decreasing
the Re, increases the loss across the whole row apart from a small region near 45%
span. The loss in the tip region increases by approximately 50%, whereas the hub loss
increases by more than 100%.
This is caused by the mass flow redistribution due to the hub and tip region flow fea-
tures visible in figure 5.3. The higher velocity near the 40% span region, having a
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Figure 5.10: Stage loss breakdown across Re







Figure 5.11: Yp distribution at φD for 3 different Re
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larger local Re, allows the flow to stay attached for longer and decrease the deviation,
see figure 5.1,and thus the pressure loss in that region of the span.
5.4 Rotor post stall performance
Figures 5.12 to 5.14 show the effect on the rotor flow Post Stall behaviour at two
different Re.
30 40 50 60 70 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Figure 5.12: Contours at the rotor exit at Re = 2× 104 and Post Stall (hot-wire)
In section 4.4, it was indicated that, at design Re, the rotor suction side tip region
separation was the cause of the stage stall. Section 5.1.1 and figure 5.12 , show that the
same tip region separation exists at all investigated flow coefficients at Re = 2× 104.
The rotor is believed to be in a part span stall state, therefore the flow field does not
change significantly with φ, at Post Stall.
At the lower Re the mass flow redistribution caused by the endwall flow causes the
midspan velocity to decrease by only 5% compared to the design Re which decreased
by 15%, see figure 5.13. The wake depth of the midspan region barely changes at the
lowerRe compared to the designRe, see figure 5.14. The depth at designRe increases
by approximately 15%, whereas the wake at the lower Re it increases by less than 5%.
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Figure 5.13: Spanwise meridional velocity at the rotor exit (hot-wire)
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Figure 5.14: Pitchwise meridional velocity at the rotor exit (hot-wire)
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5.5 CFD limitations
At Re = 2 × 104, as shown in figure 5.15 the CFD cannot capture the rotor exit hub
velocity deficit caused by the corner separation, present in figure 5.3 but not in figure
5.16. As discussed previously, the rotor hub flow is transitional as well as 3D, thus this
CFD with fully turbulent flow cannot predict its effect. The mass flow redistribution
present in the experiments is therefore not present in the CFD. Thus the stator incident
flow is different.
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Figure 5.15: Measured (solid) and Computed (dashed) spanwise rotor exit axial velocity
distribution at φD for ReD and Re = 2× 104
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Figure 5.16: Computed rotor exit non-dimensional meridional velocity at Re = 2× 104
5.6 Summary
At Re < 4× 104, for the compressor stage investigated, there is a large corner separa-
tion in the hub region of the rotor. This is not predicted in the CFD. Measured loss co-
efficients in the rotor endwall regions were found to almost double from Re = 6× 104
to Re = 2× 104.
Over the range of Re investigated the 2D profile loss increases as discussed in chapter
2. The ”Critical Re” at which the losses increase at a higher rate is closer to 4 × 104
rather than 10×104 which was expected from Rhoden [36]. This was because, once the
stage cross-sections were tailored to suppress the suction side separation that occurs at
low Re, the ”Critical Re” was shifted to a lower number.
Surprisingly, the stator is far less sensitive to Re. The size of the stator hub loss core
remains remarkably fixed.This presents an opportunity for the designer. Due to the
stator loss insensitivity to Re there is the potential to use standard 3D design methods
to reduce the hub endwall separation.
First, loss could be reduced by better matching of the spanwise distribution of the stator
inlet angle to the measured absolute flow angle delivered by the rotor. In addition,
compound lean could be applied to reduce loading at the hub and casing. The effect of
compound lean and stator leading edge re-cambering is investigated in the next chapter.
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Effect of Design Changes on Stator
Flow Field
As shown in Chapters 4 and 5, a loss concentration was found at the stator endwall
region which increases at lower φ, see figure 4.9 and at lower Re, see figure 5.8. This
loss is primarily influenced by the highly positive stator incidence angles, that increase
at lower φ and Re, at the endwall regions causing the corner separation to increase, see
figures 4.2 and 5.1.
Firstly, the stator endwall leading edge re-cambering was introduced to decrease the
endwall incidence and subsequently the loss in the endwall regions. Secondly, com-
pound lean was introduced on the stator stacking line, to investigate whether low Re
flow can be redistributed in the same manner as in high Re compressors.
6.1 Leading edge re-cambering
Stator endwall leading edge re-cambering was introduced to decrease the rotor endwall
incidence, as in Gallimore et al. [16], and suppress the stator endwall losses. Using the
knowledge of the rotor exit flow angle, from experiments (see figure 6.1a), the stator
inlet angle can be respecified to be better matched to the spanwise variation of rotor
exit flow at design.
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The computed flow angles near the endwalls are lower than the measured ones. The
mismatch can be explained by the absence of any transition in the CFD calculated flow.
In the experimental flow the endwall boundary layers would have transitioned to tur-
bulent via a laminar separation bubble, where the reattached flow would have a thicker
boundary layer compared to the CFD fully turbulent boundary layer. One way of tack-
ling this difference would be the modification of the turbulence generation factor in the
“Spalart-Allmaras” turbulence model. An increase in the turbulence generation factor
would then cause the computed boundary layers to develop faster and thus making it
possible to match their width to the experimentally measured boundary layers.
The experimental rotor exit flow angles were used as the basis for the redesigns in
this section. The Matlab scripts generating the stator geometry used 5 inlet and exit
flow angles equally spaced along the span and interpolated onto 21 cross-sections. The
exit metal angles were kept at 0◦, and 4 different inlet angle distributions were imple-
mented, see figure 6.1b. The 4 different stators were then simulated in Turbostream as
described in section 3.3.







(a) Stator inlet flow angle at Design







(b) Stator inlet metal angle distributions
Figure 6.1: Stator leading edge re-cambering
Cases B1 and B3 aimed at a similar incidence angle, with each other, at the midspan
region, with caseB3 attempting to decrease the endwall incidence by another 5◦. Cases
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Figure 6.2: Effect of stator design on stage stagnation pressure rise
B2 and B aimed to decrease the overall incidence angle distribution by 5◦ from cases
B1 and B3 respectively, in an effort to increase range and performance at lower φ.
All cases were simulated at a range of φ. The fully converged (see subsection 3.3.3)
pressure rise characteristics are presented in figure 6.2.
6.1.1 CFD study of stator designs
The stage efficiency of all 4 cases has increased from that of the datum stator, stator
A, as shown in figure 6.3(right). The stage efficiency increase is higher at Near Stall
than that atDesign, with statorB near stall efficiency being the highest. This supports
the intent of stator B which is to increase performance both at Design and at Near
Stall.
The rotor efficiency, figure 6.3(left), barely changed as expected. Looking at the indi-
vidual blade row loss, see figure 6.4, it is clear that the rotor loss is not affected by the
stator redesign, where as the stator loss is decreased. The loss decrease is higher near
stall for stators B2 and B.
The intended effect of the 4 designs on the incidence was achieved as described in
section 6.1, and is visible in figure 6.5. Even though the incidence angle distribution
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Figure 6.4: The effect of stator design on rotor and stator loss
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of stators B1 and B3 is 5◦ higher than that of stators B2 and B, the deviation angle
is only 1◦ lower. The lower deviation is expected as per “Carter’s rule”, see equation
4.1, where the deviation is proportional to the blade angle change. At both Design
and Near Stall the stator exit flow angle is less sensitive to the inlet flow angle for all
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Figure 6.5: The effect of stator design on stator incidence and deviation angles at Design
and Near Stall
Also, as φ decreases towards stall, the incidence and deviation increase for all stator
designs. For all stator B designs, the deviation increase is less than 1◦ for a 3◦ increase
in incidence. Although the deviation of stators B2 and B is higher than stators B1 and
B3 from figure 6.5 the stator loss is lower, as seen in figure 6.4.
The CFD predicted stator stagnation pressure loss contours are plotted for the best
performing stator, B, and the worst performing stator, B3, at Near Stall compared
against stator A in figure 6.6. It can be seen that the stator corner separation is smaller
in stator B designs than stator A, both at Design and Near Stall. These results
support the approach of decreasing the endwall incidence angles to decrease the stator
loss. In particular the change of incidence has eliminated the hub corner separation at
Design and Near Stall. At Design, both stator B designs’ wakes are very similar.
Whereas, at Near Stall the loss in stator B3 hub region is higher than that of stator
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Figure 6.6: The predicted effect of stator leading edge re-cambering design on stator loss
B. This is to be expected as the hub incidence in B remains lower off-design. Figure
6.7 shows the pressure distribution at the midspan of the stator blades at two different
flow coefficients. The increased inlet metal angle of stator B3 shifts the loading of the
blade forwards. Traditionally a rearward loaded blade has higher deviation.
On the other hand, the higher suction peak of stator B3 with respect to stator B corre-
sponds to a higher velocity on the blade surface. From Denton [9], entropy generation
in boundary layers is proportional to V 3. Since stator B3 surface velocity is higher
than stator B, in the first 20% of the chord, the loss associated with the boundary layer
entropy generation is higher. Therefore, stator B has higher deviation but lower loss.
Stator B was chosen as the best performing one with the highest efficiency increase,
both at Design and Near Stall. It was 3D printed and the same investigation proce-
dure as that of stator A was conducted. The 3D design of stator B is shown in figure
6.8. Looking at the the trailing edge distribution, the blade seems to have some lean,
even though the stacking line at the centroid of the stacking line is radial.
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Figure 6.7: The effect of stator design on stator mid-span surface pressure distribution
Figure 6.8: CAD section design of the 3D printed stator B
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6.1.2 Experimental study of stator design
Stators A and B where tested with the same rotor at Design and Near Stall flow
coefficient, for Re ranging from 2× 104 to 12× 104.
Effect of flow coefficient
The rotor incidence and deviation angles at Design and Near Stall flow coefficient
have been matched between stator A and stator B, as seen on figure 6.9. Thus, the
stage flow coefficient and stator inlet flow is the same for the tests with both stators.
The stator B incidence angle, as intended, is more uniform and lower at the endwalls
compared to that of stator A. At the outer 20% of the span, the measured experimental
incidence does not match the designed CFD incidence. This is expected as the CFD
does not capture the endwall flow field accurately. In addition, the endwall incidence
remains below 10◦ at all measured flow coefficients. Also, the increase in deviation at
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Figure 6.9: The effect of stator design on measured incidence and deviation
As discussed by Maffioli et al. [30], at incidence greater than 10◦, the laminar separa-
tion will not be able to transition and reattach, causing a large separated wake. Since
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the endwall incidence on stator B was lower than 10◦ throughout the span. It was ex-
pected that the boundary layer separation would decrease along the suction side of the










Figure 6.10: The effect of stator design on stator measured stagnation pressure deficit at
Design and Near Stall
It can be seen in figure 6.10, that both at Design and Near Stall, the stator B wake
in the endwall hub region is narrower and the core stagnation pressure loss is smaller.
The hub endwall separation is almost gone at design and very small at near stall.
From figure 6.11 the loss breakdown of the the two stators at two flow coefficients
is shown. It is clear that the stator B loss has decreased at both flow coefficients in
comparison to stator A. This decrease was approximately 15% at Design and 20% at
Near Stall. The benefit arises primarily from the endwall regions as the separation
cores decrease in size, visible in figure 6.10.
At Near Stall, more of stator’s A span incidence is greater than 10◦, therefore the
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stator suction side separation would be greater. On the other hand, stator B incidence
at the endwall region is below 10◦ for both, D and NS, therefore the separated region
is lower and thus the endwall loss core is smaller. This is what leads to the larger loss
decrease off-design in figure 6.11.










Figure 6.11: Stage loss breakdown for stator A and stator B at ReD
Effect of Reynolds Number
When exploring the effect of stator B at a range of Re the endwall loss benefit is
carried forward. From figure 6.12, it is clear that the hub endwall separation region has
decreased in stator B for both Re.
At the lowerRe the stator loss benefit is around 25% from statorA, see figure 6.13. The
decrease in endwall loss is similar to that of the design Reynolds number , therefore
the loss mechanism is the same for both Re.
Further more, the effect of loss across Re for both stators, as shown in figures 5.10,
6.13 and 6.14, indicates that the rotor loss remains mostly unaffected by the stator
design change, and stator B has lower losses than stator A for the range of Re tested.
The stator casing loss increases as the Reynold number is decreased, this is subsequent
of the casing boundary layer thickening, increasing the loss associated with it.
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Figure 6.12: The effect of stator design on stator measured stagnation pressure deficit
across a range of Re
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Figure 6.13: The effect of stator design on rotor and stator measured loss across a range
of Re











Figure 6.14: Stage loss breakdown across Re, using stator B
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6.2 The effect of compound lean
Lean can be used to change a blade row loss by redistributing the spanwise loading.
Compound lean, pressure surface down when looking at the hub, can increase the
loading at the midspan and decrease the endwall loading in an attempt to decrease the
endwall losses.
From the literature for high Re axial compressors, as discussed in subsection 2.2.3,
the incorporation of 3D design features such as compound lean can decrease endwall
losses as in figure 2.20 by Gallimore et al. [16]. Whether compound lean in low Re
compressors can control the flow in a similar manner as in higher Re is investigated.
An array of symmetric, about the midspan, compound lean distributions was superim-
posed on the radial stacking line of stator B. These designs were run in Turbostream
to explore the effect of lean on the flow-field within stator B.







Figure 6.15: Unintended LE and TE compound lean caused by LER
In addition, LER can cause unintended lean or sweep Depending on the stacking line
chosen. Figure 6.15 shows the extent of lean, as defined in figure 6.17 caused at the
LE and TE of the stator after LER was introduced in section 6.1. Since LER And com-
pound lean cannot be easily decoupled the lean distribution introduced in this section
will be added on top of the lean caused by LER.
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Figure 6.17: Lean extent definition
Two parametric studies were carried out, one on the spanwise extent of lean and one
on the tangential extent of lean on the stator. The lossy region of the stator hub endwall
extents into approximately 30% of the span, the minimum spanwise extent of the lean
was set to be at 30% and was then increased at 10% intervals upto the midspan, see
figure 6.16. Following Taylor and Miller [47] recommendation, for high Re 3D stator
design, a 20◦ lean angle was considered as an optimal which, corresponded to 28% of
the rotor chord tangential deviation of the stack-line, see figure 6.17, where positive
lean was in the negative rθ direction. A parabolic distribution was implemented along
the stack-line. A 7%c, 14%c and 28%c of lean extent were considered for the tangential
extent study.
The lean distributions considered are shown in figure 6.16. 3D designs with each of the
distributions shown here were generated and meshed. These were then computed on
3D CFD for the range of φ from 0.60, following the methodology described in section
3.3.
Two of the stator designs with lean were chosen to be 3D printed and experimentally
tested at Design and Near Stall flow coefficients to compare with the numerical
results. Firstly, the stator with the highest efficiency increase was chosen, stator C.
Secondly, the stator with the highest stator loading redistribution, from endwall to
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midspan, was chosen, stator D. This stator was chosen to inspect whether experimen-
tally a lowRe compressor would experience the same effect as the fully turbulent CFD
and high Re literature predict. The results are presented in the following subsections.
6.2.1 Compound lean parametric studies using CFD
In this section the effect of the stator compound lean magnitude and spanwise extent
are investigated computationally and the stators to be manufactured are chosen.
Effect of stator compound lean magnitude
Cases with 40% and 50% span extent demonstrated a similar trend to the cases with
30% span extent. Therefore, only cases with 30% span extent are included to demon-
strate the effect of increasing the amount of lean in the tangential direction. Results in
this section are taken at two flow coefficients, at Design φ = 0.55 and at Near Stall
φ = 0.50.
The stage efficiency at Design and Near Stall decreases with an increase in lean,
depicted in figure 6.18(right). The decrease is higher at Near Stall. Since the rotor
efficiency, figure 6.18(left), is unchanged, as expected, the stage efficiency change is
caused by the introduction of compound lean in the stator.
The stator endwall loss, see figure 6.19, decreases while the midspan loss increases.
Offloading the endwalls with lean has decreased the size of the endwall loss cores.
By doing so, the midspan region is sacrificially loaded more, increasing the wake and
loss concentration. The increase in the midspan loss is greater than the endwall loss
decrease, therefore the overall stator loss increases. In the highly leaned stators the
increase in the midspan region increases more while the decrease at the endwalls in-
creases at a lower rate.
At Near Stall the same trend is present but at a higher extent. The incidence and
deviation of the stator is higher at Near Stall, see figure 6.9, thus the separated region
of the highly loaded midspan region increases. That is why the efficiency decreases
more in figure 6.18(right).
From the investigation of the effect of lean extent, a highly leaned stator of 28% chord
was proven to have the highest load redistribution. Whereas the less leaned stators,
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Figure 6.18: Stator compound lean magnitude effect on rotor and stage efficiency
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Figure 6.19: Stator compound lean magnitude effect on stator stagnation pressure loss,
change from stator B at Design
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7% and 14% chord, were considered for the high efficiency low loss stator. Below the
effect of stator compound lean spanwise extent is considered to choose the amount of
spanwise lean for the previously stated stators.
Effect of stator compound lean spanwise extent
The effect of stator compound lean spanwise extent for the moderately leaned stator of
14% chord is investigated in this section. Figure 6.20 shows that the performance of
the case with 30% span extent does not differ, as much as the other cases, from case
B. That is because the leaned part of the stator does not cover a large enough part of
the span to offload the endwalls substantially and load the midspan region as the cases
with higher span coverage. For the three different magnitudes of stator compound lean,
the efficiency trend with respect to compound lean spanwise extent is shown in figure
6.20.












Figure 6.20: Stator compound lean spanwise extent effect on rotor and stage efficiency
From figure 6.20, both 40% and 50% span cases have a decrease in stage efficiency at
Design and an increase in stage efficiency Near Stall. From figure 6.21, it can be
seen that the stator with the largest loss decrease in the endwall region was that of 40%
span lean. Therefore, 40% span lean was chosen as the best performing one.
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Figure 6.21: Stator compound lean spanwise extent effect on stator stagnation pressure
loss change from case B at Design
From the analysis conducted above stator C, best performing, was chosen to have 40%
spanwise lean and 14% chord lean extent. Stator D, with the largest load redistribution
and the least increase in performance, was chosen to have 30% spanwise lean and 28%
chord lean extent. The design of stators C(left) and D(right), that was used to 3D print
and test, are shown in figure 6.22.
The incidence and deviation angles for the stage with stators B, C and D were plotted
in figure 6.23. As expected there is no effect on the rotor angles stator incidence angle
for all three stator cases. The stator deviation angle has increased in the leaned cases
both at Design and Near Stall by less than 0.5◦.
Looking closer to the flow distribution of the Near Stall, larger deviation increase,
in figure 6.24 it can be seen that there is a small flow redistribution with a decrease of
axial velocity in the midspan region causing the increased deviation. Nevertheless the
changes associated with all leaned cases are small.
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Figure 6.23: Computed spanwise incidence and deviation distributions for the rotor and
stator at ReD
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Figure 6.24: Computed spanwise, pitch-averaged, distribution of non-dimensional axial
velocity, angular momentum and static pressure at Near Stall for ReD
6.2.2 Stator compound lean effect on experimental performance
Stators C and D, from figure 6.22, were investigated at Design and Near Stall flow
coefficients for two Reynold numbers, Re = 2× 104, and ReD = 6× 104.
The stagnation pressure loss contours for statorsB,C andD were plotted in figure 6.25
at two different flow coefficients. The hub endwall corner separation from stator B has
decreased in both stators C and D. On the other hand, the midspan loss associated
with the wake increased in width and intensity. The casing region seems unchanged.
The trend is similar for both flow coefficients. Figure 6.26 shows that at Near Stall
Stator C and D have a stator midspan and casing loss increase. The casing loss for
both stator is approximately two times bigger. The midspan increase is approximately
50% higher in stator C and 70% in stator D.
There are two main differences between the two flow coefficients. Firstly, the hub
endwall separation decrease is higher at Near Stall than at Design. Secondly, the
midspan loss increase is larger Near Stall. The main difference between stator C and
D is that the loss increase is higher in the upper midspan region of stator D. Since the
Near Stall changes are similar to the ones on Design but larger, the Near Stall flow
is investigated in more detail.
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Figure 6.25: Stagnation pressure loss contours at Re = 6× 104











Figure 6.26: Stator loss breakdown for stators B, C and D at Near Stall
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Figure 6.27: Measured spanwise incidence and deviation distributions for the rotor and
stator at Near Stall for ReD
The rotor and stator incidence and deviation were plotted for stators B, C and D at
Near Stall on figure 6.27. The same rotor was used for all experiments and the
rotor incidence was matched at each flow coefficient, therefore the subsequent changes
downstream of the rotor inlet are an effect of the different stators.
Even though the rotor has not been changed, the rotor exit flow has been affected by
the change in stator geometry. The deviation angle at the casing region has decreased,
which is a consequence of the increase in tangential velocity and decrease in the axial
velocity in that region, see figure 6.28. This in turn caused the increased incidence
angle at the stator inlet casing region. The increased incidence angle, closer to 10◦,
increases the stator separation and loss in the upper midspan to casing region.
Compound lean has caused a mass flow redistribution from the casing region to the
midspan region. The rotor exit casing pressure has increased pushing the flow radially
inwards, see figure 6.28. The effect is higher in stator D than in stator C as expected,
due to the increased compound lean.
On the other hand the stator hub deviation has decreased, see figure 6.27. This was
achieved because of the increased axial hub velocity at the rotor and stator exit, see
figure 6.28. Even-though the hub region loss has decreases due to the introduction of
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Figure 6.28: Spanwise, pitch-averaged, distribution of non-dimensional axial velocity,
angular momentum and static pressure at Near Stall for ReD
lean, the increase on the midspan and casing region losses is much higher. Therefore
the overall stator loss increases, see figure 6.26. There is also rotor loss increase due
to the mass flow redistribution but less than that in the stator.
Comparing figures 6.27 and 6.28 with figures 6.23 and 6.24, it is clear that the effect
of stator compound lean is different in CFD and experiments. CFD had calculated a
much smaller effect on the spanwise flow. This can be subsequent to the mismatch
between the endwall flow field.
Effect of Reynolds number
A similar pattern in the stator loss change is present at lower Re, see figure 6.29 versus
figure 6.25. The stator hub loss decreases by a small amount while the midspan and
casing loss increases, see figure 6.30. The increase is lower, from the design Reynolds
number, since the stator loss is already high due to the low Re, as discussed in section
5.2.2.
The incidence in statorsC andD midspan region increases, see figure 6.31, as the axial
velocity decreases and the tangential velocity increases at the rotor exit, see figure 6.32.
Which, increases the stator separation and loss in the midspan wake.
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Figure 6.29: Stagnation pressure loss contours at Re = 2× 104
Figure 6.30: Stator loss breakdown for three stators at Near Stall for Re = 2× 104
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The decrease in the rotor tip deviation angle, see figure 6.31, and the mass flow redis-
tribution, see figure 6.32, is lower thus the effect on the already lossy rotor is smaller
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Figure 6.31: Measured spanwise incidence and deviation distributions for the rotor and
stator at Near Stall for Re = 2× 104
Stator compound lean has managed to redistribute flow towards the hub and decrease
the hub stator corner separation and the loss associated with it. This was achieved
while sacrificing the casing and midspan region. The loss in those regions increased at
a higher rate, thus the overall stage performance has deteriorated. This is for both flow
coefficients and Re discussed in this section.
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Figure 6.32: Spanwise, pitch-averaged, distribution of non-dimensional Axial velocity,
angular momentum and static pressure at Re = 2× 104 and Near Stall
6.3 Summary
The effects of stator leading edge re-cambering and stator compound lean on stage
performance have been investigated.
From the experiments, the rotor exit flow angle variation at the design Re of 6 × 104
changes from the design intent due to increased endwall secondary flows. Therefore,
and as shown in this chapter, if the stator incidence can be matched to the actual rotor
exit flow variation then the stator loss can be decreased. At even lower Re, 2 × 104,
the increased secondary flow leads to a larger spanwise variation in exit flow angle at
rotor exit than at the design Re. Therefore, a further decrease in endwall loss can be
achieved, which can have upto 2.5% gain in efficiency. This is of great importance, as
the flow at low Re is very sensitive to positive incidence flow separation.
At low Re applying compound lean redistributes loading in a similar way to that ob-
served in turbomachinery operating at high Re. However, applying lean can have un-
expected consequences at low Re, because the precise balance of loss between the
endwall and mid span is difficult to predict computationally. In the case examined,
which started with relatively low levels of endwall loss, adding compound lean over-
loaded the stator region away from the endwalls leading to increased loss levels overall
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and spanwise flow redistribution. The midspan loading and incidence increase puts the
blade in a flow that it is not capable to handle as in higher Re. The blade separates
further upstream causing the wake width to increase and subsequently increase loss.
This can be troublesome for designers using computational tools during 3D design
processes. Designers of low Re axial compressors should try and use experimental
data early in the process, especially in the endwall region.
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This thesis presents an experimental and computational study into the flow field of a
low Reynolds number axial compressor stage, the Re dependent flow features and the
effect different designs have on these. For this purpose a 5 times low Re test rig was
designed and instrumented. The major findings along with recommendations for future
work are summarised in this chapter.
7.1 Major findings
The key findings from the results (chapters 4, 5 and 6) are presented in the following
three sections, respectively.
7.1.1 Low Reynolds number axial compressor flow field
As shown experimentally, the major contributors to loss in a low Re compressor stage
are the 3D endwall flow features of both the rotor and stator. The loss increases with
a decrease in flow coefficient. The midspan region is less sensitive and the 2D profile
loss does not increase at the same rate. The stage loading is higher than designed due
to the highly loaded rotor endwalls.
The steady fully turbulent RANS used can calculate the rotor midspan flow field along
the range of flow coefficients investigated. However, the rotor endwall flow is not
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correctly captured, therefore, the stator inlet flow is not captured. The corner separation
increases at a higher rate than in experiments. This is because the simulations are
sensitive to the stator hub region incidence. Therefore,and as a result the stator loss is
over estimated.
The flow in the endwalls is transitional due to the low velocities, thus being more
prone to fully turbulent CFD not calculating it correctly. Overall, the computational
studies performed suggest that at low Re, designers need to be cautious when using
fully turbulent RANS solvers, especially when designing the endwall regions.
7.1.2 Reynolds number effects
At Re greater than the design value of 6 × 104, both midspan and endwall losses
decrease. While atRe lower than design, the losses increase. ForRe lower than 4×104,
the rotor loss increases at a higher rate than the stator loss. The major contributor to
this increase is the rotor hub flow corner separation, compared to the low increase due
to the midspan and tip flow. The corner separation increases, both in spanwise extent
and its core strength. Also, the tip region wake width increases and the tip vortex
core is not distinctly separated form the blade wake, as at the higher Re. This is an
indication of a stalled tip with separated flow.
The Re (4 × 104) below which there is a high rate of loss increase is lower than that
discussed in chapter 2 (10 × 104). Using a compressor stage designed for low Re
transition and the turbulent separation point is closer to the location of the maximum
pressure drop on the suction side. Therefore,the 2D profile losses stay low.
The endwall flow mismatch on the rotor hub between the experiments and the simula-
tions increases at the lowerRe, (2×104) . The mass flow deficit and loss increases with
decreasing Re in the experiments but not in the simulations. This further emphasizes
the effect of the transitional flow in the rotor hub region and its effect in the loss.
7.1.3 Effect of design changes on performance
The effect of stator leading edge re-cambering and compound lean on the performance
of the compressor stage were investigated with the aim of increasing the efficiency and




Four different stator leading edge distributions were simulated using fully turbulent
steady RANS CFD. The case that provided the highest stage efficiency increase and
stage loss decrease both at Design and Near Stall was chosen to be 3D printed and
investigated experimentally. It was shown that a decrease in endwall incidence de-
creases the stator corner separations, primarily on the hub. While, leaving the rotor
performance mostly unaffected. This was observed both in the simulations and the
experiments.
Additionally, the performance increase was shown to carry over across the whole range
of Re investigated. Also, the loss breakdown across the stator has shifted to most of it
being in the midspan region.
The effect of compound lean
By using compound lean on the stator stacking line in addition to the leading edge
re-cambering, the flow was redistributed and the hub endwall loss was reduced. This
was done with the sacrifice of increasing the midspan and casing region loss at a higher
rate, thus increasing the stator overall loss.
7.1.4 CFD capabilities and limitations
The fully turbulent RANS used in this thesis has captured the midspan flow field of the
compressor stage at design flow coefficient and Re. CFD did not capture the endwall
flow accurately at design. The mismatch increased at off-design flow coefficient and
lower Re.
7.2 Recommendations for future work
The work performed in this thesis demonstrates that a compressor stage designed for
low Re, with a forward loaded cross-section, can reach Re of less than 4× 104 before
the losses start increasing exponentially. These losses are primarily concentrated in
the rotor hub corner separation at Re less than 4× 104. Also, the range of the stage is
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limited to a 10% decrease from the design flow coefficient of 0.55. Finally, after stator
redesigns, the loss dominant stator flow features switched from the endwall corner
separations to the midspan 2D profile loss.
Throughout the course of the work carried out for this dissertation, a number of areas
of future work have been identified to complement the existing studied data.
7.2.1 Rotor pitch to chord ratio
Increasing the pitch to chord ratio of the rotor hub can decrease the diffusion factor and
suppress separation at low Re. This can be achieved by either increasing the chord of
the rotor hub region or by increasing the number of blades, thus decreasing the pitch.
Increasing the chord will also increase the local Re. Any, decrease in separation and
any performance increase could be a consequence of that.
Increasing the blade number will increase the wetted surfaces and in turn increase
the stage 2D profile loss. Since the rotor losses at low Re are dominated by the 3D
endwall losses, then a small compromise of increased profile loss for a large decrease
in endwall loss could be achieved. An experimental investigation of the effect on pitch
to chord ratio, could provide an inside. Industry standard CFD cannot calculate the
endwall flow field as it is missing the effect of transition in the flow.
7.2.2 Rotor compound lean
The rotor loading factor is highest at the endwalls, therefore future studies could use
compound lean to redistribute the loading towards the midspan. This could be used to
decrease endwall loss and increase the rotor performance.
7.2.3 Rotor exit endwall velocity triangle design
Another suggestion for future work involves the introduction of rotor exit endwall
velocity triangle design to this compressor stage as described by Auchoybur and Miller
[1]. The rotor exit endwall velocity triangles were not designed using 3D flow features
in mind or the stator endwall performance. By designing the rotor endwall exit angle,
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the incidence on the stator endwalls could be reduced, decreasing the 3D losses on the
stator. Therefore, the stage efficiency would also increase.
7.2.4 Blade suction side surface treatment
The increase of the surface roughness or the introduction of flow trips on the suction
side of both the rotor and stator could be investigated in future studies. This can fur-
ther shift the transition upstream on the blade suction sides and decrease the turbulent
separation. Therefore, the profile loss along the span of the blades would also decrease.
7.2.5 Tip gap investigation
A preliminary investigation into the effect of rotor tip clearance on the performance of
the compressor stage was carried out using CFD and stator A was used. A range or
tip gap sizes was tested from 0.1% to 5% chord, at the Design flow coefficient all the
way to the lowest converging flow coefficient.
The case with 5% did not converge at flow coefficients lower than Design, therefore
in the following figures there are no Near Stall data at 5% tip gap. The results of this
investigation are discussed in this subsection and recommendations for future work are
made.
Effect on efficiency
The main contributor to the increase of the loss associated with the rotor over the range
of tip gap sizes investigated is the loss due to the tip vortex. Figure 7.2 shows that the
loss due to the core of the vortex increases in size and magnitude as the gap increases.
Since the gap increases, there is more spillage from the pressure side to the suction
side, which in turn mixes with the oncoming flow and the spillage rolls into a bigger
vortex. It is also possible to say that at lower flow coefficients the core travels closer
to the suction side of the next blade. The bigger vortex core present at the largest tip
gaps is more prone to impinge onto the subsequent blade at a higher flow coefficient,
thus inducing stall at a higher flow coefficient and decreasing the operating range.
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Figure 7.1: Tip clearance effect on rotor and stator efficiency at Design and Near Stall
The stator loss is decreased at bigger gap sizes. This arises from a decreased hub
endwall loss. The increased passage blockage caused by the larger vortex core at
bigger tip gaps, shifts more mass flow through the hub region increasing the incidence
on stator, as shown in figure 7.3. Thus, the amount of separated flow on the suction






The effect tip gap size has on the operating range (see equation 7.1) of the stage was
also considered, since a higher range leads to different applications where lowRe axial
compressors can be used. Even though, there is an increase in efficiency and decrease
in loss as the size of the rotor tip gap is decreased, the stage flow coefficient range
follows a different trend. From figure 7.4, it is clear that there is an optimum tip gap
size, for maximum range, of 1% span (1.6% chord). No experiments where conducted
as part of this thesis to validate this argument. However, Hewkin Smith et al. [26] found
an optimum tip gap of 0.5% chord. Further work can be carried out in the future, to
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Figure 7.2: Tip clearance effect on rotor pressure loss at Design and Near Stall
investigate the range performance of rotor with smaller tip gap.
Further, it would benefit low Re rotor flow to validate the findings with an experimen-
tal investigation of the effect changing the tip gap size on efficiency and range. This
would be supplemented by finding the optimal tip gap decrease before the range stops
increasing. Also, with the aid of high pressure transducers embedded in the casing
around the tip region, a better understanding can be built around the tip flow develop-
ment and the stalling mechanism.
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Figure 7.3: Tip clearance effect on stator incidence and deviation at Design






Figure 7.4: Tip clearance effect on φ range
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Appendix A
Simplified factor of safety calculation
Root cross sectional area (A) = 1.34× 10−5m
Rotor blade mass (m) = 7.5× 10−4kg
Rotor blade centroid radius (rcentroid) = 0.0543m
Rotor maximum rotational speed (ω) = 24000rpm × 2π
60
ω = 2.51× 103rad s−1





















The loss breakdown for the rotor and stator was calculated using equations 3.12 and
3.13 as derived in Dixon and Hall [12]. The stagnation pressure loss was calculated
separately for each of the three regions for both the rotor and stator. Then equations B.1
and B.2 were used along with the mass flow weight of each region to calculate the loss
associated with each region. The Yp for each section of the blade rows was calculated
using the inlet and exit mass averaged stagnation pressures. The mass average was
carried over the equivalent mass flow section.
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h03 − h01 ∼= [∆(VtU)]rotor
Rotor loss casing, mid, hub ∼= [w ×
0.5(W 21 Yp,rotor)
Vt2U2
]casing, mid, hub (B.1)
Stator loss casing, mid, hub ∼= [w ×
0.5(V 22 Yp,stator)
Vt2U2
]casing, mid, hub (B.2)
whub = 0.25 wmid = 0.5 wcasing = 0.25
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